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SECTION I .
A.

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

I n trod uc t i on :
1.

We are-- at approximately the mid-point
in the 1960 decade -- part of one of the
fastest growing metropolitan areas in the
U. S. According to the U. S. Bureau of
the Census:
a.

Between 1960-1964, the TampaSt. Petersburg SMSA (including
both Pinellas and Hillsborough
Counties) had an annual change
of 2.8 percent; an estimated
total population of 870,000
persons was reached. This made
it rank as the 9th fastest growing metropolitan area in the U. S.

b.

According to official Census
estimates, Pinellas County,
between 1960 and 1964, gained
13.9 percent in population or
a net gain of 52,000 persons
over the four-year period.
Since Pinellas County has been
experiencing more deaths than
births in recent years, this means
that the vast majority of this
increase has been the result of
a steady stream of permanent residents into the Pinellas Peninsula ~
Pinellas' growth for the same
period was faster than that of
Hillsborough County--about 2.5
percent more rapid.

2.

As population in Pinellas County swells,
and there is every indication that this
trend will continue, our most precious
natural resources--the land and water
areas located as they are in a sub-tropical
setting- - are dwindling:

-2a.

Pinellas--the second smallest county in
land area in Florida with approximately
264 square miles of land--appears to be
moving toward complete urbanization
before the end of this century.

b.

Out of the total land area of 264 square
miles, only 140 square miles, or 53 percent
of the total, are relatively undeveloped.
The remainder has been urbanized over the
past 50 years--more realistically only
over the past 20 years in the post-war
surge of development . In 1943, 90 percent
of Pinellas was relatively undeveloped-only 26 square miles were urbanized.

c.

Pinellas County has relatively 1 ittle
time to establish the guidelines for
growth in what are today the three major
remnants of undeveloped land area. These
are:
(1)

The West-Upper Pinellas
County Area.

(2)

The East-Upper Pinellas
County Area.

(3)

The Mid-County/Cross
Bayou Canal Area.

d.

Unless these guidelines can be established
and are followed in development of the
land, the only choice wi 11 be to mechanically extend the existing patterns of
city development into these new growth
areas.

e.

Advance planning can pay the greatest
dividends to Pinellas County in these
major undeveloped sections. Some people
are constantly wringing their hands

-3saying: 11 lf only we had had
planning 25 years ago, we would ·
not be in the shape we are today!"
f.

Well, we have planning in 1966.
We know we are a rapid growth
area. We know we have a limited
land area. We still have three
sizeable pockets of undeveloped
land remaining.

g. -- Tren, why don't we establish and
follow a long-range plan for the
development of these areas?
These will be the areas where a
population perhaps the same
size--or even greater--as the
1966 population will be living
and working by the end of the
century, if not before. The
choice of planning--or not
planning--is obviously ours today.
B.

Background:
1.

Organizing for Area Studies. The Area
Study Committee was appointed by the
Chairman of the Pinellas Planning
Council on September 1, 1965, to
review and report on the special
planning studies to be conducted by
the technical staff during 1965-66
for three designated areas of
Pinellas County. Three study areas
were designated: (1) the MidCounty/Cross Bayou Canal Study Area;
(2) the West-Upper Pinellas County
Study Area; and (3) the East-Upper
Pi nellas County Study Area. The
la tter two have s i nce been consolida t ed into the Upper County/Lake
Tarpon Area Study. Each of these study

-4areas has at least one feature
in common--each is a relatively
undeveloped area of Pinellas
County which now faces or wi 11 in
the future be facing the impact of
growth from neighboring, rapidly
expanding urban centers. The
accompanying map identifies
these three major undeveloped
areas of Pinellas County.
2.

Purposes of Area Studies. The
area studies serve three major
purposes. First, they serve to
identify the remaining undeveloped
areas of Pinellas County. Secondly,
the studies serve to identify
distinctive features in each of
three areas that are worthwhile
and should be capitalized upon
and encouraged in establishing
future development patterns through
implementing measures such as
zoning, subdivision, building,
and housing regulations. Thirdly,
the area studies serve to ensure
that development plans for the
future growth areas will basically
link with the existing development patterns in urbanized areas,
such as Clearwater and St. Petersburg, and at the same time,
accommodate county~wide needs that
should fit into such sub-areas of
Pinellas County. In recognition
of these facts, and the realization
that advance planning will pay the
greate~t dividends for Pinellas
County by objective study and preP r ati0n o guidelines for undeveloped
a r eas at the earliest possible date,
t he Mid-Coun ty/ Cross Bayou Canal Area
St udy wa s i niti ated .
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-5The completion of this area study and
the studies for the remaining two
principal undeveloped ·areas in
Pinellas County will not be ends in
themselves. Rather, the Area Study
Committee and the technical staff will
attempt to analyze the individual
characteristics and problems and
opportunities in each major sub-area
of the county and then relate these
to the county-wide consolidated
development plan_ prepared as a part
of the long-range county planning
programc The transportation planning
process is also involved because,
once the area and comprehensive plans
have been completed, the. plans will be
tested against the findings of the
Florida State Road Department with
respect to traffic circulation and
needed improvements in the transportation network in Pinellas County.
This is a testing and evaluation stage
through which the area and comprehensive
plans must be moved.

3.

Summary. In summary then, the concepts
developed during these studies of
undeveloped areas will be refined in
more detail during the preparation of
the county-wide plan and the measures
necessary for implementation. All the
local urban area plan recommendations
then will be tested and evaluated during
the work on the transportation plan.
These studies wi ll also serve as means
to inform the general public of
development problems and trends while
at the same time, through graphic
displays , talks, slide shows, public
forums, and other media, provide the
ublic with opportu nitie s to contribute

-6to the formulation of county-wide
planning and development goals and
programs. The results should be a
realistic and coordinated plan for
the future of Pinellas County, taking
into consideration the existing and
probable future development patterns,
and relating all these to the movement of people and goods into and
around the county.
The following sections of this first
study present a description of the
research techniques involved and the
findings for the Mid-County/Cross
Bayou Canal Area.
C.

Procedures Followed
In order to develop the Area Study on as
broad a base as possible and within the
time scheduled for the work--and at the
same time make the best possible use of
committee members and technical staff--the
following procedures were followed:
1.

Committee meetings. The Area Study
Committee held periodic meetings to
review the progress being made on
the Area Study and to provide guidance
to the staff in the preparation of
basic data and planning concepts.

2.

Field _ . ~[ip~.
The Area Study Committee
conducted field trips of the Study
Area to review special features and
particular problem areas that had been
identified previously by the staff.

-73.

Staff work. The technical staff work
i ncluded inventory and analysis of
various features of the Mid-County/Cross
Bayou Canal Study Area--such as topography,
drainage, street and highway network,
wate r and sewerage services, utility
services, public transit service, general land activities patterns, and
population and housing patterns . Field
investigations were conducted by members
of the planning staff, including interviews with residents and businessmen in
the Study Area . In addition, the staff
reviewed a number of studies concerning
the Mid-County/Cross Bayou Study Area.

4.

Consultations. The staff and committee
members contacted and/or consulted with
numerous agencies and individuals during
the course of the study . Among those
interviewed included St. PetersburgClearwater International Airport officials,
transportation company officials, community leaders, city officials and their
planning staffs or consultants, utility
agencies and various state and county
officials.

5.

Graphic display. Materials designed and
developed for the Mid-County/Cross Bayou
Canal Area Study graphic display include
the following:
a.

A current 2,000 scale aerial
photograph of the Study Area.

b.

A 2,000 scale topographic model
of the Study Area s howing contours
at 10-foot intervals; illustratin g particularly those drainage
basins related to the Cross Bayou

-8Canal; and overlayed with a transparency showing existing land
development patterns.

6.

c.

A 2,000 scale map illustrating by
color code the emerging urban
development patterns in the Study
Area projected to that point in
future time when full realization
of the land will be realized.

d.

A detailed concept plan highlighting the development potentials of
the Cross Bayou Canal as a scenic
parkway, waterway, public open space
and recreation area, and improved
major drainage facility.

e.

Various sketches, renderings, and
photographic panels illustrating
population and housing characteristics, limits of the three study
areas, topographic features, current
development concepts, and community
development values and objectives.

Initial report presentation. Materials which
were prepared for the initial report presentation to the Pinellas Planning Council are
listed below:
a.

An aerial photograph showing current
land development patterns in the
Study Area.

b.

A map illustrating, in generalized
form, the emerging development
patterns in the Study Area.

c.

A summary report of the pr incipal
findings of the study .

-9Following presentation of the initial
summary report by the Area Study Committee
to the Pinellas Planning Counci 1 at its
regular meeting of March 9, 1966, the
summary report was unanimously adopted
with instructions (l) to circulate the
materials for public review, and (2) to
prepare the full report for the consideration of the Council at an early date.
D.

Summary of Findings

The following paragraphs summarize the findings of the
Study as developed more fully in the subsequent sections .
The emerging urban centers of Clearwater-Largo to the
north and the City of St . Pete r sburg to the south focus
attention on the role that the Study Area will play in
meeting future growth pressures created by these two
cente r s ; pressures that can appropriately be met through
major imp r ovements which will link the centers together ;
the improvement of the Cross Bayou drainage system; and
the systematic application of land development cont r ols.
Five major emerging patterns are summarized below :
1.

Transportation pattern:
a.

Extension of U. S. Interstate Highway 4
into and through the City of St. Petersburg
to the Sunshine Skyway Br idge as a highspeed, limited access, grade-separated
facility.

b.

Implementation of the Florida State Road
Department 1 s 1962 St. Petersburg Area
Transportation Study recommendations
for (1) a high-speed, 1 imited access,
grade-separated highway facility connecting the City of St . Petersburg
with the Clearwater-Largo urban area,
and (2) a high-speed, limited access,
grade-separated facility from Gandy
Bridge westward along a 62nd Avenue North/
70th Street North alignment, forming a
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loop route with a proposed central
St. Petersburg-Treasure Island
limited access trafficway to the
south of the Study Area.
c.

The abandonment of the Seaboard
Airline Railroad's right-of-way
from Clearwater to the south side
of the railroad bridge at Seminole
and the reuse of portions of the
abandoned right-of-way for a highspeed, controlled access, major
a r terial route to provide improved
access to the Gulf beaches as well
as to the rapidly growing Seminole
area.

d.

The provis i on of property access
controls along the full length of
Walsingham ~ Ulmerton Road and part of
Roosevelt Boulevard (east of
U. S. Highway 19) by establishing
appropriate design standards and
review procedures for new developments along the route.

e.

The improvement and extension of
l02nd Avenue North as a high-speed,
controlled access major arterial from
its connection with the proposed
Bayshore Boulevard on the west, through
the Seminole/Lake Seminole/Seminole Park
area on an intersecting alignment with
Bryan Dairy Road, back into alignment
with l02nd Avenue North, east of U. S.
Highway 19, and ultimately connecting
into Roosevelt Boulevard on the eastern
perimeter of the Study Area.

-11-

f.

The development of the Bayshore
Boulevard alignment from 102nd
Avenue North, to 78th Avenue North,
as a controlled access road; and
its extension south to an intersection with Duhme Road at approximately 54th Avenue North.

g.

The extension of Park Boulevard78th Avenue North, westward across
the Intracoastal Waterway to
Gulf Boulevard.

h.

The improvement of Gulf Boulevard
to appropriate arterial design
standards, where required, through
the Gulf Beach communities.

i.

Realignment of the Atlantic Coast
Line Railroad's trackage from a
point north of Pinellas Park, along
the proposed north-south expressway
and the proposed St. Petersburg
loop expressway routes, reconnecting
with the existing Seaboard Airline
Railroad and Altantic Coast Line
Railroad trackage in the St. Petersburg urban area.

j.

Retention and improvement of the
St. Petersburg-Clearwater International Airport complex in anticipation of an increasing demand for
airpark-oriented industrial sites
and an increased use of private,
jet-powered aircraft. This will
necessitate preservation of clear
zones and approach zones for open
or low-density land uses. Phasing
of this airport back into service
fo r use by commercial air carriers
is ultimately anticipated as the

-12volume of air traffic increases in
the Tampa Bay area and as this
traffic becomes more specialized
in function.
k.

2.

Improvement of navigable channels
at the eastern and western approaches
to the Cross Bayou Waterway with a
connection to the Intracoastal
Waterway. Terminal facilities
developed at the western end of the
Cross Bayou Waterway for barge
traffic.

Recreation and Open Space pattern:
a.

Improvement of the Cross Bayou Canal
and Pinellas Park drainage basins
and developments of the Cross Bayou
Waterway as a regional water-oriented
open space, wildlife refuge, and
scenic-historic parkway facility.
Connections provided to the proposed
Tampa Bay and Allen's Creek park/
recreation areas.

b.

Development of a unique scenic/
recreation route along the shores
of Tampa Bay from the Weedon Island/
Papy's Bayou area northward to Gandy
Boulevard and eventually to Fourth
Street North.

c.

Development of the Sawgrass Lake area
westward along the proposed St. Petersburg expressway loop route with possible
connections to the Cross Bayou Waterway
area.

d.

Acquisition and development of Sand Key
at c•earwater Pass as a major public
recreation/open space area.

-13-

3.

e.

Expansion of the Taylor Park/
RidgecrestPark facilities and
the development of a botanical
gardens/natural-state park in
the Walsingham Reservoir area
in Seminole.

f.

Acquisition and development of
the excess acreage at Bay Pines
Veterans Administration Center
for public open space and
recreational facilities.

g.

The development of the major
section of Lake Seminole's
eastern shore for public · park
and recreation purposes.

h.

The retention and improvement of
other existing open spaces, as
indicated.

Residential pattern:
a~

The land indicated for residential
uses in the Study Area could
accommodate 228,000 to 422,000
housing units by the horizon year,
depending upon design and development densities encouraged and
followed.

b.

The Clearwater-Largo urban center
will continue to develop to the
east and south and experience
relatively low population densities.

c.

The Seminole area will continue to
develop at medium population densities
with emphasis upon housing for retirees :
including mo ~· i le home parks and apartment complexes.

-14-

4.

d.

The Gulf beach communities will
continue to provide a mix of low/
medium/high density housing for
both residents and transients.

e.

The Seminole Park area will
develop at low to medium densities.

f.

The Pinellas Park area will
continue to provide a mix of
low/medium/high densities to meet
the housing requirements of all
age groups.

g.

The St. Petersburg area wi 11
probably continue the present
patterns of residential development with perhaps more emphasis
upon higher density development
in the northeastern area of the
city.

h.

The opportunity for planned
community developments, which
would encourage variety in housing
design and densities, exists in
areas presently undeveloped. These
areas include sections near the
approaches to U. S. Interstate
Highway 4 and Gandy Boulevard and
the lands adjacent to the Cross
Bayou Waterway.

Commercial pattern:
a.

Both existing major commercial
centers and proposed centers are
indicated on the emerging patterns
graphic.

-15b.

Encouragement should be given to
the trend toward consolidation or
grouping of retail and service
commercial activities into coordinated centers to better serve
neighborhood and community needs
from strategic intersection points.

c~

Further indiscriminate commercial
development in strips along major
trafficways should be discouraged
through various design techniques
and land use control procedures .
Existing strip commercial developments should be encouraged to
consolidate through acquisition and
improvement of additional land for
business expansion and off-street
parking facilities .

d~

Land adjacent to commercial centers
should be encouraged for higher
density residential development in
order to maximize market potentials
of businesses .

e.

Removal of railroad trackage in
Pinellas Park and Largo would
permit the orderly expansion of
the central business districts
in these two communities.

f.

Appropriate locations for wateroriented commercial service
activities should be encouraged
in connection with proposed public
water-oriented open spaces .

I
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Industrial pattern:
a.

Improvement of the Cross Bayou
Canal drainage basin and its
tributaries will provide an
opportunity to develop the lands
north of the canal and at both
ends of the canal for industrial
park purposes. The relocation
and/or extension of railroad
trackage in the vicinity of the
Tyrone Boulevard-Park Street
intersection and northeast of the
Canal and Seminole Bridge,
coupled with improved high-speed,
limited access trafficways and
possible waterway improvements,
would provide a unique combination
of transportation facilities for
selected industries.

b.

The proposed industrial park areas
on the eastern perimeter of the
Study Area could provide advantageous
locations for county or regional
distribution terminals and warehousing
facilities requiring ready access to
the major highway network.

c.

The industrial airpark setting at
the International Airport and
adjacent to the Cross Bayou Waterway
and the Interstate Highway provides
another unique combination of
transportation features to industries
seeking such sites.

I
I

I

I

I

-17d.

The industrial park area from the
Cross Bayou Waterway north to the
Ulmerton-Walsingham Road area
could provide a potential for
industries requiring ready access
to both the highway and the railroad
system. At the same time, this
area could serve as a major transfer
point for the railroad. Several
major spur tracks should be extended
from the ACL 1 s main line into this
emerging industrial complex.

e.

The proposed industrial areas are
especially appropriate for industrial development since such required
utilities as water, gas, electricity,
sanitary sewers, and storm drainage
can be provided. In addition, the
land is relatively level and, with
improved drainage, the soils could
support normal industrial structural
loads without excessive foundation
work.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

basic
character is tics
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SECTION I I.

BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDY AREA

The Mid-County/Cross Bayou Canal Study Area is a unique section of
Pinellas County. It represents one of three remaining relatively
undeveloped areas in the county and, at the same time, is also one
of the most rapid growth sections. Examination of the following
existing characte r istics helps to underscore the uniqueness of the
area.
A.

General Characteristics
1.

Size and Location. The Study Area comprises
approximately 146 square miles of land within
a total Pinellas County area of 264 square
miles. The Study Area, representing 55 percent
of Pinellas County's total area, is bounded by
Gulf-to-Bay Boulevard (State Road 60) on the
north, Tampa Bay on the east, Fifth Avenue North
in St. Petersburg on the south, and the Gulf of
Mexico on the west . The Study Area contains
the southern and eastern portions of Clearwater,
Belleair, Belleair Bluffs, Largo, Pinellas Park,
Kenneth City, the northerly and easterly portions
of St. Petersburg, the Gulf Beach towns of
Belleair Beach, Belleair Shore, Indian Rocks
Beach, Indian Rocks Beach South Shore,
Redington Shores, North Redington Beach,
Redington Beach, Madeira Beach, and unincorporated areas of Pinellas County. The Study
Area also contain s a number of unincorporated
communities such as Seminole, Bay Pines,
Seminole Park, Lealman and High Point. These
urban places are identified on map number 2.

2.

Topography. The Study Area contains all or part
of at least thirteen identifiable natural drainage
basins, the major basin being the Cross Bayou Canal
Basin which extends across the entire width of the
Study Area from Tampa Bay to Boca Ciega Bay. A
drainage canal was constructed years ago through
this basin in an effort to improve drainage
conditions for the lands in the vicinity of the
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-19canal. However, the Cross Bayou Canal and its
tributaries continue to be subject to periodic
flooding that can only be corrected through an
extensive, comprehensive drainage improvement
program.
Generally speaking, the Study Area comprises
three distinct geographic sections: (a) the
beach or coastal lands; (b) the ridgelands; and
(c) the flatlands or pineywoods. Both the
ridgelands and the flatlands contain ponded
soil areas which are poorly drained and subject
to flooding. These sections are illustrated
on map number 3 o Each section presents certain
specific problems and affords particular opportunities for development . These will be discussed
in a later section. Vertical land elevations i n
the Study Area range from sea · level to over 70
feet above sea level .

3.

I

Population and Housing. The Study Area contained
approximately 250,000 persons, or 56 percent of
t he total Pinellas County population as of
April l, 1965. This represents an increase of
32 percent over the 1960 U. S. Census figure of
189~016 persons.
The major portion of this
population resides on the St. Petersburg and
Clearwater-Largo highlands, in urbanized settlements situated along the north-south or iented
ridgelands, and on the coasta l lands. In addition
to the permanent population, there is a substantial
influx of tourists into the Study Area at various
times of the year.
The Study Area contained 109,208 housing units
i n 1965. This represented a 31 percent increase
over the 1960 Census count of 83,332 housing units
The d i stribution of housing units in the Study Area
is shown on map number 4. The type of housing
ranges from single-family residences and mobile
homes to high-rise apartment complexes. The Study
Area also provides a broad range of transient
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housing accommodations to meet the needs of
the vacationer and business traveler. Present
housing unit densities are relatively low in
most of the developed residential areas, ranging
from three to ten housing units per net acre
of land.

4.

Existing Land Activities. Land development
patterns within the Study Area have been
influenced by natural topographic features and
and the transportation network. The ClearwaterLargo area and the St . Petersburg area make up
two rapidly emerging urban centers where these
factors have been capitalized upon to shape the
direction and intensity of growth. The existing
land activities pattern is shown on map number 5.
Located between these two urban centers along
the north-south ridgeline lies the unincorporated
Seminole community. This community is experiencing
one of the most rapid growth rates of any area in
the county . The predominate use of land in this
rapidly expanding area is residential.
The Gulf beach coastal lands form a north-south
island-oriented chain of highly urbanized communities which provide a mixture of both permanent
and seasonal residential, commercial and
recreational/entertainment services and facilities
for both the local resident and the visitor.
By contrast, the flatlands north of the Cross Bayou
Canal and east to Tampa Bay have experienced relatively
little urbanization . For the most part, this area
remains in large, undeveloped tracts of land · held
by a relatively small number of private owners. Where
soil and drainage deficiencies have been corrected,
development made up of manufacturing or fabricating
industries, or industries and businesses servicing
such activities is occuring. Such uses are generally
distributed along the major highways or are found on
relatively scattered sites.
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5.

6.

Transportation Facilities. The Study Area contains
important highway, railroad, airport, and waterway
facilities. These facilities are also shown on
map number 5. Major north-south highway routes
include U. S. Highway 19, U. S. Highway 19-A,
and Gulf Boulevard. Major east-west routes are
West and East Bay Drive, Walsingham-Ulmerton Road,
Park Boulevard, and several major arterial routes
within the cities of St. Petersburg and Clearwater.
Both the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad and the
Seaboard Airline Railroad maintain railroad service
and facilities through the Study Area. The
St. Petersburg-Clearwater International Airport
complex provides air service and facilities for
aircraft of all types as well as sites for industries which desire or require a r. ai rpark s - tt ing
The Intracoastal Waterway extends between the
Gulf beaches and the mainland. It presently
serves pleasure boating activities requiring a
navigable route sheltered from the open waters of
the Gulf.

•

Community Services and Facilities. The Study Area
contains all or portions of 15 incorporated places o
In addition, the area has at least six identifiable
unincorporated communities. Each of these unincorporated areas is concerned with the availability ofsuch
services and facilities as potable water, sanitary sewers,
and storm drains, utilities, police and fire protection, garbage collection, paved streets and sidewalks,
recreation and public open space areas, and an attractive
community appearance and identity. Where the individual
community is not able to provide the services required
by the residents, other agencies are frequently expected
to do so. For example, Pinellas County provides potable
water and treatment of sewage for some of the Gulf
beach communities and to major segments of the mainland
sector of the Study Area. The County has also established
a program for the development and maintenance of major
thoroughfares and parks.

-22B.

Sub-Area Characteristics
In order to specifically identify the location and extent of
the p reviously described general characteristics of the Study
Area, the area was divided into seven sub-areas. These subareas are described in the following paragraphs and are shown
on map number 2 . Each sub-area contains its own distinct and
individual mix of land development types and characteristics.
1.

Gulf Beach Sector . S u ~- a ea 1 is a developed urban beach
area bound by Clearwater Pass on the north, the Intracoastal Waterway on the east, John 1 s Pass on the south,
and the Gulf of Mexico on the west . Being a coastal
island, this sub-area is characterized by near sea level
land elevations, white sand beaches, and a full range of
urban land activities including single-family housing,
apartments, motels, restaurants, and commercial servicetype activities. The sub-area contains eight incorporated
places including Belleair Beach, Bellea i r Shore, Indian
Rocks Beach, Indian Rocks Beach South Shore, Redington
Shores, North Redington Beach, Re9ington Beach, and
Madeira Beach .
As of April 1, 1965, this sector of the Study Area contained 10,799 persons and 5,972 housing units. Population
densities in this sub-area average approximately 2.2
persons per housing unit . Community services and facilities are provided by the various communities . Bus service
is available only to residents of the southern portion of
the island--from 192nd Avenue North in Indian Rocks Beach
South Shore south to Madeira Beach.
The island is traversed by one major north-south arterial
trafficway, Gulf Boulevard, which provides access to Clearwater Beach on the north and to the lower Gulf beaches on
the south. Access to the mainland is provided by means of
three arterial trafficways bridging the Intracoastal Waterway--the Belleair Causeway, Indian Rocks Bridge, and Welch
Causeway.
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Clearwater-Largo Sector . Sub-area 2 is a rapidly expanding urban area bounded by Gulf-to-Bay Boulevard (State Road
60) on the north, Old Tampa Bay on the east, WalsinghamUlmerton arterial trafficway on the south, and the
Intracoastal Waterway on the west .
This sub-area forms a major urban center in the northern
sector of the Study Area and is located on a ridgeline
which extends southward through Seminole (Sub-area 3) and
into the other major urban center of St. Petersburg
(Sub-area 7). This sub-area is developing as a major
residential section of the Study Area. Belleair,
Belleair Bluffs, Largo, and portions of the City of
Clearwater, are located in this sector .
As of April l, 1965, this sector of the Study Area contained 59,420 persons and 23,340 housing units. Population densities in this sub-area average approximately
2.5 persons per housing unit . Community services and
faci 1 ities are provided by the various communities in
some areas, or by Pinellas County . Bus service is generally available to those sectors of the Clearwater-Largo
area immediately adjacent to the major trafficways.
The sub-area is traversed in a north-south direction by
the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad and Seaboard Airline
Railroad trackage, by U. S. Highways 19 and 19-A, and by
Indian Rocks Road. Major east-west trafficways include
Gulf-to-Bay Boulevard, Belleair Road, East Bay Drive, and
the Walsingham-Ulmerton arterial .

3.

Seminole Sector . Sub-area 3 is another rapidly expanding
urban area bounded by the Walsingham-Ulmerton arterial
trafficway on the north, Lake Seminole and Long Bayou on
the east, and the Intracoastal Waterway and Boca Ciega
Bay on the south and west.
As mentioned previously, Sub-area 3 lies along the northsouth ridgeline between the major urban centers in the
northern and southern sectors of the Study Area and, as
such, has experienced rapid urbanization as an extensive

- 24residential area. The su b-area contain
he unincorporated
community of Seminole which , having developed initial y in
the vicinity of the eabo rd Airline Railroad- Alternate
U.S . Highway 19 inter ection , is now apidly growing to the
north, wes t and south. A major U.S . Government hospital
is also located at the Bay Pines Vete ran Administration
Center adjacent to Boca Ciega Bay.
As of April 1, 1965 , this sector of the Study Area contained 23 , 266 persons and 10,002 housing units. Populatio
densitie in this sub-area average approximately 2 . 2
persons per housing unit. Community services and faci lities are provided largely by private agencies or by Pinel las
County. Bus service is available only along Alternate U.S .
Highway 19 and in the Bay Pines-Welch Causeway area.
Alternate U.S. Highway 19 serves as the major north -sout h
arterial trafficway through the s ub-area. Indian Roc sOakhurst Roads and Ridge Road also erve as important
north- outh trafficways. The Seaboard Airline Railroad
trackage follows the ridge through the ub - area , cros s ing
t grade. Analysi s of
a number of major streets and road
the land activities adjacent to the 6.4 mile s of Seaboard
Airline Railroad trackage in the ub- are indicates that
approximately 90 percent of the Ia d i in resi dentia ,
agricultu r al p or undeveloped use (34 pe ce
r esiden ti al ,
56 nercent agricultural or undeveloped o en s ce )p 1 percent is in commercial use, and the em i ing 9 perce t is
in industrial use concentrated in the southern Bay Pine~
sector of the sub-area between 70th Avenue or th and he
Cross Bayou Canal.
Major east-west trafficways include the Walsingham~
Ulmerton Road, 78th Avenue North-74th Avenue North ( ark
Boulevard), and the Welch Causeway-Alternate U.S. 19
trafficway connecting the Gulf beache with the urb n
areas east of the Cross Bayou Canal via an improved Seminole
bridge span.

-25Land development along Alternate U. S. Highway 19 has
taken place in an uncoordinated, relatively scattered
fashion resulting in congestion and inconvenience to
both the trafficway user and the businessman .
4.

Seminole Park Sector. Sub-area 4 is a partially developed
residential area bounded by the Walsingham-Ulmerton
arterial trafficway and Atlantic Coast Line Railroad on
the north, Cross Bayou Canal on the east, and Long Bayou
and Lake Seminole on the south and west.
This sub-area includes the unincorporated residential
areas of Seminole Park and the Seminole Golf and Country
Club. These areas are a part of a larger land area
abutting Cross Bayou Canal known generally as the
"flatlands''. The abutting Lake Seminole and Cross Bayou
Canal serve as water collectors for a large sector of the
sub-area. A feature common to natural-state "flatlandsu
found in this sub-area as well as other sectors of Pinellas
County is poor surface water run-off during and following
heavy rains. This is brought about by a combination of
highwater table, poor soil absorption, and general flooding
condition. Substantial portions of this sub-area remain
in an open, relatively undeveloped state.
As of Apri 1 1, 1965, this sector of the Study Area contained 4,720 persons and 1,862 housing units. Population
densities average approximately 2.8 persons per housing
unit. Community services and facilities are provided
largely by private agencies or by Pinellas County. Bus
service is not available to residents of the area. The
sub-area is traversed by the Starkey Road arterial trafficway
in a north-south direction and by the 74th Avenue North
(Park Boulevard) arterial trafficway in an eBst-west
direction.

5.

Pinellas Park-Kenneth City Sector. Sub-area 5 is a
rapidly urbanizing area bordered by the northern limits
of the City of Pinellas Park (102nd Avenue North) on the
north, the proposed Interstate Expressway (1-4) corridor
on the east, the northern limits of the City of St. Petersburg on the south, and Cross Bayou Canal on the west.

-26This sub-area includes the incorporated cities of Pinellas
Park and Kenneth City and the community area generally
identified as the Lealman area. Urban development is
extending from these urbanized areas primarily to the north
and west toward Cross Bayou Canal. This sub-area, 1 ike
Sub-Areas 4 and 6, is part of the extensive "flatlands"
area for which the Cross Bayou Canal serves as a major
drainage collector.
As of April 1, 1965, this sector of the Study Area contained 42,738 persons and 17,344 housing units. Population
densities in the sub-area average approximately 2.8
persons per housing unit. Community services and facilities
are provided by the two municipalities and by Pinellas
County. Bus service is available to a large segment of
the residents.
The sub-area is traversed in a north-south direction by
the U.S. Highway 19 arterial trafficway, the 66th Street
North and 49th Street North arterial trafficways; and by
the 74th Avenue North (Park Boulevard) and 62nd Avenue
North arterial trafficways in an east-west direction. The
Atlantic Coast Line Railroad trackage bisects this rapidly
urbanizing area in a northwest-southeast direction crossing numerous streets and roads at grade. Land development
along the arterial trafficways has taken place at many
points in an uncoordinated, relatively scattered fashion
resulting in congestion and inconvenience. Land activities dependent upon the use of the railroad appear to be
few in number. The railroad maintains approximately five
miles of trackage in the sub-area.
6.

High Point- Airport Sector. Sub-Area 6 is essentially
an undeveloped area containing the St. PetersburgClearwater International Airport; it is bounded by Old
Tampa Bay on the north, the proposed Interstate Expressway (1-4) Corridor on the east, the northern 1 imits of
the City of Pinellas Park (102nd Avenue North) on the
south, and the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad on the west.

-27This sub-area is bisected by the Cross Bayou Canal in a
northeast-southwest direction and contains a mixture of
open, undeveloped land and agricultural, residential,
commercial, industrial, and airport-oriented land activities~
This sub-area, like Sub-Areas 4 and 5, is a part
of the extensive 11 flatlandsu area for which the Cross
Bayou Canal serves as a major drainage collector~ As
mentioned previously, the drainage problems inherent in
the 11 flatlands 11 area have limited the location and extent
of urban development. The St. Petersburg-Clearwater
I n t e rna t i on a 1 Ai r port com p 1ex , i nd i v i d ua 1 i nd us t r i a 1 s i t e s ,
isolated residential subdivisions, and the expanding
Pinellas County Technical Education Center in the High
Point area make up the more intensive uses of land. Rural
residential housing, farming, and 1 ivestock grazing make
up the less intensive uses of the land.

I

As of April 1, 1965, this sector of the Study Area
contained 7,523 persons and 2,998 housing units. Population densities in this sub-area average approximately
2.8 persons per housing unit. Community services and
facilities are provided by various private agencies and
Pinellas County. Bus service is not available to residents
of the area.
The sub-area is traversed by the Starkey Road, Belcher
Road, 66th Street North, 49th Street North, and U.S.
Highway 19 arterial trafficways in a north-south direction and by the East Bay Drive - Roosevelt Boulevard and
the Ulmerton Road arterial trafficways in an east-west
direction. When completed, the proposed extension of the
Interstate Expressway (1-4) into the City of St. Petersburg will form a distinct eastern edge for this area.
].

St. Petersburg Sector. Sub-Area 7 includes the northnortheasterly portions of the City of St. Petersburg and
is defined by the Interstate Expressway (1-4) corridor
and Tampa Bay on the north, Tampa Bay on the east, 5th
Avenue North on the south, and the 1 imits of the City of
St. Petersburg and the proposed Interstate Expressway
(1-4) corridor on the west.

-28This sub-area is essentially an urban portion of the City
of St. Petersburg and, as such, contains a mix of urban
residenti'al, commercial, in.dustrial, and recreational
land activities similar to that found in other sectors of
that City. As mentioned previously, th 'is .- sub-area, along
with Sub-Areas 2 and 3, form a crescent-shaped concentration of urban development along the pronounced ridge
and highlands. Lands in the northeastern portion of the
sub-area include an extended part of the "flatlands" of
Sub-Areas 4, 5,and 6 as well as the Tampa Bay waterfront
tidal lands. These lands are relatively undeveloped in
the Weedon Island area as well as in the area north of
Gandy Boulevard.

I

As of April 1, 1965, this sector of the Study Area
contained 101,743 persons and 45,690 housing units. Population densities in this sub-area average approximately
2.5 persons per housing unit. Community services and facilities are provided primarily by the City of St. Petersburg. Public transit service is readily available to developed portions of the sub-area.
The sub-area is traversed by numerous arterial trafficways
in both a north-south and an east-west direction, including Gandy Boulevard and Interstate Expressway (1-4) 1 inks
across Tampa Bay to Tampa and Hillsborough County. The
proposed extension of Interstate Expressway (1-4) south
to the Skyway Bridge will permit ready identification of
the western boundary of this sub-area.
C.

Summary of Study Area Population ·and Housing Units by Sub-Areas
The following table indicates the population and housing
units for the study area by sub-areas for the 1960 Census
year, and April 1, 1965 estimate, and a horizon year
estimate based upon emerging growth and density patterns
identified in Section V.

I
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STUDY AREA POPULATION AND HOUSING UNIT ESTIMATES
FOR
1 9 6 0 - 19 6 5
--- HORIZON YEAR

I
I
I
I
I

p 0 p ULAT I 0 N
HORIZON YEAR

SUBAREA

HORIZON YEAR

HIGH

1960

1965

LOW
DENSITY'*

24,500

29,500

5,223

5,972

12,200

14,500

59,420

119,500

159,600

17,673

25,340

49,500

65,400

15,434

23,266

59,300

88,500

6,564

10,002

26,300

39,700

4

3,826

4, 720

27,000

43,600

1,182

1,862

9,900

15,800

5

26,986

42,738

113,300

244,200

11,163

17,344

42,700

90,000

6

2,012

7,523

54,500

203,400

842

2,998

19,800

73,000

7

89,626

101,743

157,700

296,600

40,685

45,690

68,000

123,700

TOTAL
STUDY
AREA

189,016

250,209

555,800

), 065,400

83,332

109,208

228,400

422,100

1960

1965

LOW

1

9,434

10,799

2

41,698

3

*

I

H0 US J N G

HIGH
DENSITY*

Low and high housing unit densities were based upon construction and development patterns
which range from less than one dwelling unit per net acre to 40 .dwe111ng units per net acre.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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MAJOR MOLDING INFLUENCES IN THE STUDY AREA

Although there are numerous interrelated factors in the existing development patterns of
the Mid-County/Cross Bayou Canal Study Area that will have a bearing upon future development, a few of the principal ones are identified and analyzed in the following paragraphs .
A.

Physical Features and Development Patterns
1.

The Cross Bayou Canal and Drainage Basins . The Study Area is traversed
from Tampa Bay to Long Bayou and Boca Ciega Bay by a major man-made
drainage canal known as the Cross Bayou Canal. The canal was dug many
years ago in an effort to improve the drainage of the surrounding land--a
problem resulting from the flat nature of the terrain and certain soil and
sub-soil limitations. At present, the depth and width of this canal are
not sufficient to adequately serve this desired purpose. In addition, the
Canal is partially blocked at various points along its course by debris and
dense vegetation. The Cross Bayou Canal serves as a major water collector
for a vast surrounding watershed area. County Engineering Department studies
indicate that the total Cross Bayou Canal watershed area comprises approximately 22,000 acres and is made up of three natural drainage basins; the
Cross Bayou Canal drainage basin (8,100 acres), the Pinellas Park drainage
basin (2,700 acres), and the Joe's Creek drainage basin (11 ,200 acres).
During periods of heavy rainfall, the streams within these drainage basins,
including the main Cr oss Bayou Canal , sometimes overflow their banks onto
the adjacent lands, thereby creating flood conditions. A recent study of
the Cross Bayou Canal Dra inage Basin for the Board of County Commissioners
indicates that, because the Cross Bayou Canal is a tidal canal, the tide
difference between Tampa Bay and the Gu lf of Mexico drastically affects the
hydraulics of the Canal during a maximum flood storm. This study also
pointed out that such a flood storm condition can be expected to occur
once every 25 years, inu ndating the surrounding flatlands having an
elevation of less than 10 feet above mean sea level . (1)

2.

To ography an d so· l s . · The topography of the Study Area may be viewed in
terms of the many natural drainage basins a nd ridgelines which together
form the major geog rap hic patterns. Urban development has taken place
where natural drainage features are best and avoided development of those
areas, such as the Cross Bayou Canal area, where the nat ural drai nage
fe at ures are poor. In general, these drainage basins an d ri dgel ines can

I

I

(1)

Cross Bayou Canal Drainage Basin Study, Tampa Bay Eng i neering Company ,
St. Petersburg, Florida, August, 1964, P. l.

be grouped with the three distinctive natural geographic areas which were
referred to previously as: (a) the beach or Gulf coastal lands, (b) the
Clearwater-Largo-Seminole-St. Petersburg ridgelands or highlands, and (c)
the relatively low flatlands in the vicinity of the canal and eastward o
Tampa Bay. The Gulf coastal lands are relatively low in elevation (less
than 10 feet above mean sea level) and are characterized by very fine
grained beach sands . The Clearwater-Largo-Seminole-St. Petersburg ridgelands constitute the highest elevations (up to 70 feet above mean sea
level) and contain very well drained, upland soils such as the Norfolk
fine sands. The flatlands around the canal and eastward to Tampa Bay are
relatively low in elevation (less than 20 feet above mean sea level) and
contain such soil types as the Fellowship fine sandy loam and Portsmouth
fine sand combined with Leon fine sand and tidal marsh and swamp soils all
of which are characterized by the U. S. Department of Agriculture 1 s 1913
Soil survey as usually being impermeable and/or difficult to drain.
The
flatlands are also characterized by periodic high water tables which
interfere seriously with the proper functioning of such sub-soil sewage
disposal facilities as the septic tank drain field.

I
3.

I
I
I
I

Street and Highway Network. The major street pattern in the Study Area is
basically a continuation of the existing street network extended outward
from the developed portions of the City of St. Petersburg. U.S. Highways
19 and Alternate 19 presently provide the major north-south tie between
the rapidly urbanizing Clearwater-Largo area and the City of St. Petersburg. Gulf Boulevard provides the major north-south tie through the Gulf
Beach communities. Interstate Highway 4, when completed, will furnish
access from the Study Area directly to Tampa and points east into the major
St. Petersburg business centers and points south. Sixty-sixth Street and
Starkey Road are also being improved to accommodate growing traffic volumes
between these two major urbanizing areas.
Until the recent extension of Interstate Highway 4 into Pinellas County
and connection with Ulmerton Road, the major east-west routes through the
Study Area were the Gandy Bridge-Park Boulevard trafficway and the
Roosevelt Boulevard-East Bay Drive trafficway. The 1 inking of Interstate
Highway 4 and the Walsingham-Ulmerton Road trafficway with the Gulf
Beaches has added a much needed 1 ink to this east-west system.
The existing major street connections in the Study Area furnish the base
upon which the future street systems must be built. A need exists for
at least one continuous north-south control led access type trafficway
between the north and south county urban centers. Preliminary findings of
the 1962 St. Petersburg Urban Area Traffic Study identify and support this
need as a part of the total arterial street system requirements in the

I

-32St. Petersburg area by the design year 1985 . (2)
Development of
such a north-south route would encourage development in greater depth
to occur in the Study Area and at the same time allow more rapid
vehicular movement through the Study Area between the Clearwater-Largo
and City of St . Petersburg urbanizing areas , and between the northern and
southern areas of the county and region. In addition , such a route with
appropriate connections , would relieve the present major trafficways, such
as U. S. Highways 19 and Alternate 19 from the congestion and hazard caused
by the mixing of local traffic with high-speed through traffic and permit
them to function more in keeping with their design as local trafficways
which serve the more immediate community. Fi nally , through a ppropriate
design techniques , such an expressway facility would help to define and
guide urban growth patterns in the Study Area by creati ng vi sua 1 11 edges''
to the community areas . These ''edges'' or breaks in u ban form, created
by waterways, highways ~ railroads, structures, and vegetation , all serve
to unify and enhance areas that are otherwise broad expanses of urban
monotony .

I

It will also be necessary to plan for the improvement of other no rt h-s outh
and east-west traff i cways tha t eventually would frame the Study Area us
future neighborhood units and emp loyment centers and provi de mo r e direct
access to points in and beyond the immed" ate area . This r equi r es c l ose
coordination of t he future street atte rns with such f aciliti es as exist i ng
and proposed schools and recreation a r eas, dra·nage improvemen ts, railr oads,
airport approach zones , and expres sway i nte rchanges.

4.

I
I
I
I

(2)

Publ i c Ut "li ties. St udy of the exis ting patterns of the service areas and
systems fou nd in the Study Area indicates that potable wat e r, sewa ge disposal$
natural gas$ electricity , and telephone s e rvice ar
vai able to them jor
urbanized secto r s . Map number 6 ident i f ied thee : sting pu bl ic utility s ervice
p tterns. There is a mu tiplic"ty of sys ems and suppliers serving he tudy
Ar a, including a comple e range of service s rovi ded b
he
ty of t. ete rs bu r g
to i s re id ents, w er service provided to incor porated as we
as nin or or ted
ares by fn ell as County, individual sewer ~y terns t ncl~ding pr"vat~ septic tanks
and drain fields» priva ely operated and m-intained prim- ry s~ · ge tre ment
s stemsp nd pub licly operated and maint "ned sys te s wi h both pri ary and
s econdary treatmen of sewa ge. Pinellas ounty, as we 1 a m ny of the in co r
por ed communities 1ocated in t he t udy Ar ea, ope rate nd ma i nta ·
n•1.!) 1ete
treatme nt systems. However, there are sizea le areas within e ch sub~ e that
e no t served at present by a sani a ry sewer system.

Proposed Interstate 4 , Pinel las County 9 Florida » compiled by Fl ori da State Rod De partmen t
Traffic and Planning Di vis i on and submitted to U. S. Bureau of Public Roads , Tallah asse e
Division Office, January 3, 1966, P. 6.
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The natural gas system is presently concentrated in the eastern and
southern sectors of the Study Area. Expansion plans during 1966 call for
the extension of gas transmission lines along 66th Street North to
Ulmerton Road and west along Bryan Dairy Road, along Park Street north of
Tyrone Boulevard, and along U. S. Highway 19-A north of Bay Pines into
the Seminole area . 1967-1968 expansion plans call for the extension of
gas lines from the Seminole area north to Ulmerton Road along Ridge Road
and east on Ulmerton Road to the industrial park area at the International
Airport. Electricity and telephone services are generally available or
can readily be made available throughout the Study Area.
B.

Airport Development Factors
Located in the northeast corner of the Study Area adjacent to Old Tampa Bay
and the recently completed Hillsborough-Pinellas leg of Interstate Highway 4,
the St . Petersburg-Clearwater International Airport complex represents a land
activity which materially influences growth patterns in the Study Area. These
influences are outlined in the following paragraphs:
1.

Facilities and Services. The airport complex contains facilities and
services of an aviation, industrial, and recreational nature. There are
three major runways: of 8,000 feet, 5,700 feet and 5,000 feet in length.
Airport officials point out that these facilities can readily accommodate
the smallest light plane to the largest commercial jet airlines, with
increasing emphasis being given to the flying corporation executive.
Aviation facilities and services include FAA approved repairs, fueling,
charter flights, student training, and tie down and hanger spaces. The
industrial park includes several hundred acres of sites of varied sizes to
meet specific needs. Industrial activities include a major aircraft overhaul and modification plant, furniture manufacturing, chemical manufacturing, food products manufacturing, wholesale storage facilities and a
number of other similar activities. In addition, facilities for livestock
processing for shipment to international markets are available. AU. S.
Government quarantine service is provided at the airport for this purpose.
The geographical location and proximity to major highways make these sites
attractive for shipments to state, national and international markets.
Other related facilities include an 18-hole golf course, restaurant, and
boat marina, the latter being adjacent to the Cross Bayou Canal entrance
to Tampa Bay.

-342.

Air Operations and Land Developmen t. The t a ke - off , app r oa ch , and
landing patte r ns a t the airpo r t are directly related to t he t ype of
ai r craft being operated , the powe r plant of the airc r aft , l ength of
the runway , and t he nat ur e of land development taking place in t he
vicinity of the ai r port . The latter factor i s pe r haps of primary
concern in that the full long-range value of the airport facility
could quickly be lost through improper development of surrounding
properties . At present, the lands directly beyond the ends of the
three runways are maintained for a distance of approximately 1,000
feet as clear zones in which structures are not permitted . These
zones are located on the public lands of Pinellas County . Beyond
the clear zones, approach zones of varying lengths have been established within which the height of structures is limited by law,
depending upon the distance from the end of the runway . The
enlargement of the clear zones may be necessary in view of the
findings of research conducted at the national level in 1952 which
states that :
Since most air crashes occur in the
approach zone about one-half mile
(2,640 feet) from the end of a runway,
the dominant runways of new airport (or
airport expansion) projects should be
protected by cleared extensions at each
end at least one-half mile in length
and 1,000 feet wide. This area should
be completely free from housing or
other form of obstruction.''
(3)

11

The use of lands within the approach zones is governed by the zoning
regulations of the County which are designed to provide safeguards
both from encroachment on air operations and danger or disturbance to
the surrounding urban development .
C.

Community Value Factors
In o r de r to bet t er und er st a nd t he devel opme nta l nat ur e of th e Mi d-C oun ty/Cro s s
Bayou Can a l St ud y Area a nd its sub- ar eas detailed s t udy was g i ven to the ex isting l an d act iv i ti es patt e rns as r efle ct ed on t he County's land activities maps

(3 )

The Ai r po rt a nd ts Neig hbors, The Re po r t of the Pr e si den t' s Airpor t Commiss io n,
J. H. Doo li ttle , Chai r man ; U. S . Gove r nmen t Pr in t ing Off ice , Was hing to n , D. C.,
May, 1952 ; P. 87 .

-35and aerial photographs. In addition, planning staff personnel and members of
the Area Study Committee made a number of trips into and around the Study Area,
observing at first-hand the characteristics of the area ~ Informal interviews
were held with various residents of the Study Area in an effort to identify
specific area advantages and/or disadvantages. A number of these factors and
impressions are discussed in the following paragraphs .
l.

Communi -ty ldentity o Within the Study Area, a number of emerging urban
areas are seeking to establish community identities. These areas, identified
on ap number 2, include Se~inole, Ray Pines, Seminole Park, Pinellas Park,
Kenneth City, Lealman, and High Point. Each of these communities, whether
incorporated or unincorporated is inevitably being caught up in the developmental squeeze created by the rapidly expanding Clearwater-Largo urban area
on the north and the City of St . Petersburg on the south. Many of these
communities have expressed concern over the matter of identity as developmental pressures continue to mount in the Mid-County Area o In addition~ _
residents interviewed in this area also expressed concern about the lack
adequate public open space for recreational purposes, storm drains and
sanitary sewers, paved streets, and sidewalks, and other necessary community facilities ~ Some were concerned about the high housing vacancy rates
and lack of home maintenance. This was especially true in the central
portion of the Study Area, Sub-areas 4,5,and 6,where a younger, more mobile
population cross-section resides. On the other hand, it was observed that
neighborhoods composed of predominantly retired persons are generally well
maintained, reflecting the concern and time which these residents devote to
their properties. This condition was observed primarly in the area west of
Lake Seminole, Sub-area 3 on the map. These stable communities usually
provide their own recreational facilities. Interviews revealed that many
of the retirees have little interest in distant recreation facilities, due
in no small part to transportation limitations.
1

of

I
2.

Public Transit Service. As alluded to in the previous paragraphs, the urbanizing portions of the Study Area have developed along the typical nation-wide
pattern of being oriented to the automobile. Study indicates that alternate
transportation modes, such as the bus, are readily available only to the more
densely populated sections of Sub-areas 1, 2, and 5 . Intercity bus service
is provided along U. S. Highway Alternate 19 through Sub- area 3 with transit
service available at the present time to the large Sub-areas 4 and 6. Bus
service in the Study Area is presently provided by private companies with

I

-36the exception of the system owned and operated by the City of
St. Petersburg.
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4.

Public Developmental Guidelines and Standards. The exclusive orientation
of the developing areas to the automobile has brought about another problem,
a problem revolving around the establishment of th e ba s ic street and road
network and the function that these roadways are expected to play in providing access to shopping a re a s , schools, parks, and other necessary community
facilities. For example, there is ample evidence throughou t the Study Area
of the lack of coordination of local streets and arterial roads as to points
of access, alignment, and function--not only within and between subdivisions
--but also between sub-areas o
This seriously limits the ability of the trafficway system to accommodate
the growing number of vehicles using these facilities. A f urther limitation
is the trend which has allowed commercial and residential developments to
take place indiscriminately along the major arterials. Effective minimum
developmental guidelines and design standards for their location and construction have not been designed.
Visual Impact . Another community value factor relates to the impact or
impression that an area gives to the viewer. Field observation points up
a number of evident characteristics:
(a)

The Ridgelands have a fairly favorable impact upon the visitor and
resident due to the natural vegetation and rolling nature of the land;
and

(b)

The Coastal Lands and the Flatlands have the mutual disadvantage of
being flat and, in some areas, lacking large stands of ground cover.
Therefore, apart from these basic differences, the visual impact of
any area depends upon what the inhabitants and the service industries
of that area have done or not done to enhance the image. Such concern
encompasses the design of the road system, the plotting of lots, the
siting of structures, the landscaping and maintaining of prope rtie s
the placement and maintenance of utility equipment, the location and
maintenance of signs, street markings, lighting systems, sidewalks,
and the relation of structures and open spaces to each other, the
landscaping and maintenance of properties, the placement and mainte nance of properties, the placement and maintenance of utility
equipment, the location and maintenance of signs, street markings,
lighting systems, sidewalks, and the relation of structures and
open spaces to each other .
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There is ample evidence thcbughout the Study Area of efforts made to
overcome and improve upon these natural features as well as to disregard
t~em.
However, these efforts have fallen short in the provision of
imaginative, attractive, and economic solutions which might serve to
enhance the visual impa~t and/or impression within the Study Area. The
Cross Bayou Canal, a potential asset and the pivotal point of this Area
Study, is a case in point.
D.

Major Molding Influences --Their lmpl ication
The preceeding review of some of the major factors which influence and mold the
development of the Study Area focus attention upon the importance of the Cross
Bayou Canal and its natural watershed. The Cross Bayou Canal holds the key to the
future utility of a major section of the Study Area as the demand for urban land
in this area continues to mount.
At the same time, the review points up the interrelated nature of the major molding
influences such as the Cross Bayou Canal, the airport, the street and highway
n~twork, the utility network, and community values expressed by and reflected in
the needs and desires of the individual.
And finally, implied in the review is the need for deliberate public and private
action along coordinated and constructive 1 ines to ensure that the detailed study
given to these interacting influences is translated in terms of meaningful
priorities for development in accordance with publicly established long-range
goals and objectives.
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IV.

PRO BLE
Before t he eme r ging developmen t patterns can be pr ope r ly identified in the Mi d- County/C ross
Bayou Canal Study Are ai a number of problems and opportunitie s of growth need to be examined .
An understanding of these problems and opportunities and their r elationship to futu r e
development is basic to the design of the l ong-range development plan and continu i ng plan ning program fo r this sector of Pinellas County . This section presents an analysis of these
problems and opportunities w
A.

Demand for Land
1.

Problem :
a.

Population and Housing Densities . The Study Area presently contains
approximately 250 , 000 persons occupying 109,000 housing units .
Estimates for the Study Area by the horizon year ran ge frpm 555 , 000
up to one million persons occupying 228 , 000 t o 422 1 000 housi ng units.
Future land r equirements for housing in t he Stud Ar ea ref lec t the
present housing dens ity patte r n of from one housing unit per net
ere up to 20 housing units per net acre as we 1 as a grow ing trend
toward h i gher density development patterns up to 40 housing un its
pe r ne t acre . (4) These housing density patterns r esul t primarily
from the br oad ra nge of hous"ng ype s desired by a growin g t ourist
a nd mobile home population as we ll as by the r e si de nts of traditi ona l
subdivisions. This dens ity pat e rn in dicates that he S udy Area,
in orde r to accommodate horizon year populations 9 w"ll nee d top avide an add iti onal 22 , 924 net acres of land for reside ntial purpos es
which will a dd from 119,000 to 31 2,0 00 hous in g un"t_ to he pr e sent
supply, d~pe n d in g upon the m·. t ur e of housi ng designs and de nsiti es
encouraged and followed.
he tu dy Area i situated be ee
o ra i dly exp-nd"n g
s. Mo re an d moe and will ben eded to meet he
exp nd" ng demands of the ho i zo year po u t io n~ not on y o r the
r esident i al land d i scus sed bove , but for he whole broad an ge of
i nd u es associated with urb n li e a nd d vel ~ent.
Improved
ran spo rtat"on connections an
o rresponding r ed ction in tra el
ime be ween · nellas and Hi l ls orough Count i s should ls o ad to
e

(4)

A ne acre of land is h
a aun t of land require d for the constr uction of one hou sing unit
exclu sive of publi c street ri gh s - of~way, par
o r o he r pub i open spa ce a nd f c ilit ie s.
A net acre of and represen s p r ox·mately t o=third of one ac r e or a pro imatel 29 ,000
square feet .

-39the dema nd for land in this Stu dy Area as a place to
reside and wok. As the pressure i ncreases to bring all
potentially developable land in he Stu dy Area i nto
productive use , the need to provide the means for bringing this about becomes critical .
2.

Opportunity :
a.

B.

Planning for Future Demands . Pinellas County can lead the
way to ensure that all developable land remaining within the
Study Area is brought to its highest state of readiness to
meet the anticipated future demands of the emerging urban
centers through the development and implementation of continuing,
long-range, comprehensive planning, zoning , subdivision review,
and capital improvements programming; and, through these means ,
to maximize the unique locational values which are found in the
Mid-County/Cro~s Bayou Canal Study Area .

Drainage and Flood Control
1.

Problem :
a.

Identification of Basins . If the Study Area is to realize its
development potential, large -s cale improvement of the natural
drainage basins and their main and tributary channels is
mandatory . Pinellas County has taken steps to identify these
natural drainage basins and based upon the study and recommendations of consultant engineering firms , the Engineering Department
has begun to program for some improvements. However, the Study
Area contains numerous relatively isolated housing deve l opments ,
industries, and :bu s inesse s wh i ch re presen t impr ovements which
do not appear to have been rela ted to an over~all public
drainage plan and only sat"sf"ed a n immedi te pr"vate solut"on
t o local dr aina ge problems on a si te-by-si t e b sis.

b.

Cross Bayou Canal. As previously emphaslzed 9 he focal po ·n t
of the drain age and flood canto pr oblems in the Study Area
cente rs around the Cros s Ba ou Canal. Unde r certain cond J ion
of wind, ti de, and rainfal 1, la nd s abutt i ng he canal are
flooded o s o satura t~d that they should not be used for
productive ur ban use. The i ne llas County - Board of Coun y
Comm·ssioners off i c ial ly ecogni zed t he problem by adoptin g a
resolution on Novembe r 3 , 1964 , reco gn iz i ng and endorsing the

-40need for improvements of the Cross Bayou Canal to make
it safe and otherwise suitable for recreation and navigation and requesting the United States Army Corps of
Engineers to include improvements to the Cross Bayou
Canal in its long-range improvement program in the interest of safe recreation and navigation within easy access
to residents of Pinel las County and visitors to the
County.
Action by the Board of County Commissioners was based
in part upon a prior study of the Cross Bayou Canal
Drainage Basin by an engineering consultant firm in
which the problem was described as follows:
11

Cross Bayou Canal is a tidal canal with
terminal outlets in Tampa Bay and Boca
Ciega Bay, and follows a low level route
from bay to bay . Banks of the existing
canal are in low ground, but 100 feet to
1,000 feet (away) the ground level rises
sharply and the terminal ends of tributaries have excessive velocities . The
existing flood hazards are principally
in the valley of the main canal and lower
end of the tributaries and at the design
high tide of elevation plus 2.0 feet,
reach elevation plus 10.50 feet in the
rna in cana 1 .
11

The normal high tide interval between
the Boca Ciega Bay terminus of the canal
and the Tampa Bay outlet is 2 hours and
21 minutes . This tide difference affects
the hydraulics of the existing canal
drastically during maximum flood storm
(which might be expected to occur once
every 25 years), collecting an unbalanced
proportion of the flood waters to the
low end . 11 (5)

(5)

Op . Cit . , Tampa Bay Engineering Company, P. 1.

-41In a moe r ecen t study to de termine the feasibility of
develop in g the Cross Bayou Canal as a multiple land use
and navigation improvements project conducted for the
Board of Coun ty Comm issio ne rs by a private research firm,
another aspect of the pr oblem was i den ti fied . The report
stated :
''As central Pinellas County is inevitably
developed , the surface absorption capac i ty
of the landscape is materially reduced .
Hence , the problem of adequate drainage
becomes increasingly critical . This condition is further aggravated when : hurricane
induced intense rainfall (which the U. S.
Department of Commerce reports can occur
once out of every 20 chances for the
Tampa - St . Petersburg area) increases surface run - off problems due to ground saturation to the limit and often beyond the
design capacity of normal drainage
system .' 1 (6 )
In addition , poorly drained soils which compound stream
pollution and mosquito breed in g conditions such as those
found in the Cross Bayou Canal area , can create a serious
community health menace to surrounding urban developments .
Final l y , the Cross Bayou Canal can presently serve little
or no public purpose as a waterway, fishing area , or other
recreational activity due t o "ts inadequate depth , unimproved
banks, the restrictive bridge const ru c t ion a l ong its length 9
and general cluttered appea ra nce .
2.

Opportunities :
a.

(6)

Cross Bayou Canal Drainage Ba i n. The oppor unity now exi s s
to upg rade an d enhance the value of t he r oss Bayou Cana and
its su rr ounding a rea in o de r th
futu re publ i c need for open
sp ce , re c eat"on fa c ilitie ~ nd a n i m r oved d inage f acili y
wi 11 be assur ed .

The Fe si bil ity of Cross Bayo u as a Mult iple Land Use an d Naviga io n Improvement
Rese arc h Consultan s, Inc ., Tampa , Florid , Apr"l 1, 1965 , Pp. 25- 26.

Pr o ject ,

-42The 1965 feasibility report concludes among other things, that:
••••
channel improvements to Cross Bayou .(Cana 1)
can be justified from the indicated need for flood
control alleviation, land enhancement benefits derived
from raising the elevation of existing low lying lands,
major recreational benefits, and industrial development in the southern portion of Cross Bayou . 11 (7)
11

o •••••

The 1964 basin study reports that:
11

-

A storage and balancing pond is proposed at the midpoint of this main canal in order to balance and
control the maximum storm flow.
The storage pond should conservatively increase the
assessed value of the contiguous (presently usable)
210 acres of land by a minimum $3,000 per acre .
The value of bordering upland would also increase
an indeterminate amount

-The remaining 1,760 acres now subject to flood
hazard should, after improvement, increase in value
by a minimum of $2,500 per acre. Lands abutting
such flood hazard areas would also increase an
indeterminate amount .
-Elimination of the existing flood hazard area in the
Cross Bayou Canal drainage basin would accelerate
development activities, including the canal as a
navigable waterway .
- Health and other benefits would also accrue to the area.
- Total construction and right-of-way cost for the proposed improvements (including 9-2 lane concrete bridges
and their approaches with minimum 24 feet under clearance)
is estimated to be $2,120,000 for the entire basin or a
net unit cost of $246 per bas in acre.''
(8)
(7)
(8)

Ibid., P. 5
Tampa Bay Engineering Company, Pp. l, 2.

Op. Cit.

1
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C.

b.

Pinellas Park Drainage Basin . The previous study , coupled with
the preliminary study prepared by an engineering consultant firm
for the improvement of the Pinellas Park drainage basin (which
l"es along a southeasterly portion of the Canal) demonstrates
that solutions are available which, if carried out as improvements designed to standards adequate to drain an essentially
urban area, should provide the necessary flood and drainage
control and protection. (9 ,

c:

U. S. Government Feasibility Study. ·Recent action by the
Congress of the United States placed the Cross Bayou Canal
in the 1965 River and Harbor Act as a potential deepening and
widening project for which a feasibility study would first be
required by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers. Funds for
this study have not yet been appropriated.

d.

Spanish March Parkway Concept. The opportunity also exists
to develop a section of the proposed Spanish March Parkway
concept in the Study Area as envisioned by the Pinellas
Planning Counci 1, the Board of County Commissioners, and the
Florida State Road Department for the benefit of the general
pub 1 i c. ( 10

e·

Intergovernmental Cooperation Reguired. A cooperative approach
by the County and the individual communities with assistance
from appropriate State and Federal agencies will be essential
in order to ensure the fulfillment of this opportunity. The
County has been given the legal authority to undertake such
drainage projects under Florida General Laws, Chapter 61-1469,
Sections 1, 2, and 3.

Transportation and Circulation
1•

Prob 1em:
a.

(9)

(1 0)

Transportation Focal Point. The pro blem is to meet future
demands for a rapid, di rect means of trans orting people and
goods in and through Pine as Co unty. The he rt of this
future county-wide transpo t tion system will be ocated i n

Pinellas Park Major Drain ge Facilities (Prelim.) , Rus se 1 and Axon, Consul ing Eng i nee rs, In c .,
July, 1965.
Nominations for
December, 1964,

and Par ways

in Pinella

County , Pinell s Planning Council,

44the Study Area. It is in this ar ea of t he County that
highway , a ir, railr oad , and wa t e r traffi c me r ge and inte rchange . Unle ss a r ea l sense of d ir ec t ion i s develo ped in
t he near fu t ure , it wi l l be t oo l a t e t o do lit tl e mor e t ha n
mechan i call y ex t e nd pr esent tra nspo rtati on fa c i l it ie s i nt o ,
through , and about the Study Ar ea.
b.

Li mitations of Present Street System . The efficiency of
the present street and highway system is being ser i ously
impaired by the trend toward extensive strip comme r cial
development , indiscriminate mixing of local tra f fic wi th
through traffic , numerous at-grade street inte r sections ,
and no control of access to public rights-of-way . Fo r
example , the State Road Department concludes from the 1962
St . Petersburg Ur ban Area Transportation Study that the
present street system in the St . Petersburg a rea canno t
provide the traffic service that is or wi 11 be requ i red
by the design yea r 1985 and will , therefore , r equ ire t he
development of a system of freeways and exp r es sways . ( 11)
In addition , insufficient conside r ation has been g i ven
to the special r ole and operational characteri st ics of
pub l ic and priv a te inte r /intra c i ty bus service s i n the
design and construction of t ra f ficwa ys and t erm · nal fac i lit i es ~ thereby a ffecting the qu ali ty and quant i ty of the
se r v i ce available to the peo ple re s i d i ng i n t he Study Area .
Fina l ly, the eff i c i ent movemen t of goods by the inter/intra
city trucking indus t ry demands a ppr op ri ate consideration of
their operational and te rminal fa c i l ity needs i n relation to
the t ra fficway ne t wo r k and pos s i b l e po int s of in terchange
within the Study Ar ea.

c.

(11)

St. Petersbur g- Cl earwa t e r l n ternat i o~a Airpo r . A su btantia l s hare of the futu re development in the tudy Area
must be based upon t he fac t t hat the !nte r nationa Airpo t
is there . This relati onshi p up to the r esent h
existed
in t he na tu e of an informa l ublic re ognition ; ·n the
futur e , it shoul d be more f ully recogniz ed in the form of
publi c pol i cy if a proper l a nd deve opment pattern is o
emer ge. The full lon g-ra nge v lue of the airport facility
coul d be lost through impr ope r developme nt o surrounding
prope rti es.

Op. Cit., Florida State Road Dep rtment

p. 6 , 12.

-45In addition, the existence of he airport in the Study
Area also means that certain conventional land activities
(principally residential uses) are not compatible with
the primary user, the airplane. Aircraft engine noise
and flight hazards associated with the glide path contribute to this conflict.
d.

Railroads. The Atlantic Coast Line and the Seaboard
Airline Railroads represent a pioneer form of transportation in Pinellas County. However, because of the
relatively fixed nature of the physical facilities, the
railroads have experienced increasing difficulty in
meeting the modern-day transportation requirements of the
rai 1 user in a rapidly urbanizing county.
Numerous highway and street crossings have been constructed at grade creating potential points of conflict
between the highway vehicle and the trains.
Terminal facilities, designed, constructed and located
to meet the needs of another era, are obsolete in terms
of modern urban development requirements and patterns.
Urbanized areas are becoming increasingly aware of the
problems associated with rail movements on tracks which
split the central community area at grade as in the
cities of Clearwater, Largo , and Pinellas Park.
Many miles of trackage which once passed through rural
lands must now compete with many other land activities
such as residential, commercial, industrial and recreation activities for the best use of the land. Unless an
economic use is made of the rail system and service,
rising per track/mile maintenance and operating costs
wil 1 eventually force the service to be either discontinued or substantially reduced in quality.

e.

Waterways.
he major navigable waterway related to the
Study Area is the Intracoastal Waterway which is maintained by the U. S. Government through the Army corps of
Engineers and Coast Guard for commerc"al and private
pleasure watercraft users.

- 46The Cross Bayou Canal , although presenting significant
waterway potent'als, is presently navigable for small
craft only at its terminal ends. In its present state,
little use can be made of the Canal for boating, fishing,
or other waterway-related activities.
2.

Opportunities:
a.

Trafficways. Recent transportation system planning-including the extension of U. S. Interstate Highway 4
into and through the Study Area to a connection with the
Sunshine Skyway (U. S. 19) and the design of a proposed
highway network based upon the 1962 St. Petersburg Area
Transportation Study--demonstrates the opportunity that
is now present. Proposed points of expressway interchange
with the local street system, relationship between the
emerging urban centers and major air, highway, and rail
terminals, and local community needs within the Study Area
all point to the inter-relationship of the transportation
modes. They also point to the opportunities to enhance
the proposed circulation pattern in the Study Area . For
example, rapid transit ways can be provided as an integral
part of the proposed highway network through appropriate
design and utilization of the traffic divider strips or
other reserved area within the highway right-of-way. Also,
appropriate off-street auto parking areas can be so located
as to provide convenient interchange from the auto to the
rapid transit vehicle and vice versa.

b.

Airport. The land and improvements at St. PetersburgClearwater International Airport and attendant facilities
(such as the improved Roosevelt Boulevard and the industrial
park-golf course-marina complex) represent one of the most
sizeable single investments of public funds in Pinellas
County. Since not only local funds but Federal funds as
well are involved in these projects, it is incumbent upon
all governing officials within Pinellas County to protect
and enhance this investment-trust to the fullest extent
possible.
Recognition of the St. Petersburg~Clearwater International
Airport as one of the major airport facilities of the
. florida West Coast, complementing the services now being

provided at Tampa International Airport in Hillsborough
County as we ll as meeting the specialized needs of Pinellas
County, supports the expectation of long-term economic
benefits o These benefits have and will continue to contribute over time to improving the immediate county and
region's economic position . ' Hence, the opportunity exists
to maintain the present facility in a state of readiness to
meet the air needs of an expanding economy. Also, ~ ff ;, prpper
planning is conducted and implemented, the airport's strategic
location can be an important benefit toward improving the
development potential of adjacent properties .
Existence of St. Petersburg-Clearwater International Airport
in the Study Area also means that certain conventional land
activities (principally residential) are not compatible with
the use of the airport . Aircraft noise and hazards contribute
to this conflict. Based upon research conducted on a na t ional
level , the magnitude and extent of such adverse factors can be
determined. If early action is taken to guide the development
of properties around the airport, the influence of such factors
on the over-all pattern can be minimized.
c.

Railroads. The proposed merger of the Atlantic Coast Line and
Seaboard Airline Railroads presents an excellent opportunity
to consider the removal of the SAL trackage from Belleair to
the SAL's railroad bridge in Seminole, with the abandoned rightof-way used for an improved north;south controlled access
highway route through Largo and the entire Seminole area. Such
an improved arterial would substantially relieve the present
traffic load on U. S. Highway 19-A , and should be adequate to
meet future traffic volumes in this area. An alternate opportunity also exists to consider the use of sections of the
existing railroad network to accommodate possible future rapid
transit service needs.
In addition, all or portions of the SAL right-of-way in the
City of St. Petersburg might provide an appropriate alignment
fot the proposed beach freeway loop route.

d.

Waterwayso The opportunity which exists to provide a navigable
waterway in connection with the Cross Bayou Canal improvement

- 48proje c t i s c l ear l y r ecogn i ze d i n t he r ese ar ch
consultan t s ' r epo r t t o the Boa r d of County Commissioners . The report states :
''In addition to t he value of green
belt and scenic highway development
{proposed by the Pinellas Planning
Council) is the increasing demand
for navigable waterways for pleasure
craft operation . Pinellas County,
along with other Florida counties,
is experiencing a major boom in boating . Access to the bays and Gulf is
a continuous problem. Cross Bayou
could afford accessibility from numerous
points across the County, while, simultaneously, affording safe boating water
under the most abnormal weather condit i on s • 11
( 1 2')
This report also points out the relationship of the
Cross Bayou Canal area to the Intracoastal Waterway
and Tampa Bay ship channels which affords an opportunity for the development of certain specialized
industrial sites requiring the use of the waterways
for the transport of raw materials and/or processed
goods. The completion of the Cross Florida Barge
Canal could also add to the desirability of a Cross
Bayou area location. The report states :
"Due to the national scarcity of portoriented land for industrial development
in close proximity to major metropolitan
areas, the feasibility of such an endeavor
is greatly strengthened ... . . of particular
interest to manufacturers and processors
is the accessibility of the Cross Bayou
a r ea for the transport of ba r ged raw
materia 1s . Generally , it has been found
to be of grea t er economic advant a ge to
impo r t bu lk r aw mater ia ls for upg r ad i ng o r
fabric a t ion , pa r ticul ar ly i nto a va s t and
growing consumer marke t area , such a s
( 12 ) Op . Cit.

J

Resea r ch Con s ul tants, Inc ., P. 11

-49ex i sts i n Pinell as County and i t s adjacent t r ade area
e.

1

'

(13 )

Guidelines for Fu t ur e Development . St eps necessary t o meet the
challenge of tod ay 1 s transporta t ion and land development oppor tunities for the Pi nellas County of tomorrow include :
(1)

Appropriate modifications or additions to existing
zoning and subdivision regulations;

(2)

Coordination of local, county and state planning
and construction programs;

(3)

Possible establishment of a transportation authority to ensure the acquisition of rights-of-way and
construction of expressways, terminal facilities ,
and transit facilities as required;

(4)

Establishment of guidelines to encourage the development of coordinated commercial and industrial centers;
and

(5)

Adoption of similar guidelines to govern future
growth and development on a county-wide basis.

D. Community Function and Identity
l.

Problem :
a.

(1 3}

Emerging Communities. The Study Area contains a number of
emerging urbanizing communities--such as Seminole, Bay Pines ,
Seminole Park, Pinellas Park , Kenneth City , Lealman and
High Point. Each of these communities, whether incorporated
or unincorporated, is being cau ght up in the ur banization
squeeze created by the rapidly expanding Clea rwater-La r go
urban area and the City of St. Petersbu r g. Res i dents in these
areas have exp re ssed conce r n about thei r ima ge and the effe c t
th a t lack of s uff i c i ent pub lic ope n space , adeq uate sto rm
dra inage , paved st r eets and s id ewa lks, lac k of commu nity focal
po i nts , and t e hi gh re side nt ial vaca ncy rates f ou nd in s ome
s ectio ns have upon t he ir i mage . There is a l so concern expressed
about t he monoto ny of su bdivi si on de s i gn, utility placeme nt and
landsc api ng-- or t he l ac k of i t --of bo th pu bl ic and pr ivate l ands.

Op. Cit ., Resea r ch Con ult a nts, Inc. , P. 18 .
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(3)

Areas of subs andard conditions have developed ; inadequate con ol
ove development of ce ain improvements such as street paving~
wa er and sanitary sewers has contributed to substandard cond i tions
in severa neighborhoods within the Study Area o

(4)

Community amenities have been overlooked in many developments in the
Study Area; the fragmented and uncoordinated developments which
presently exist generally afford a bare minimum of amenities such
as well-loca ed schools, parks, open spaces, community center areas ,
stree trees and lighting, sidewalks~ attractive commercial areas,
and a pleasing as well as funct ional street patterno The long-term
stability of properties is in jeopardy when these amenit i es are not
providedo

Opportunities :
a.

Community-wide Coordination. As an area of Pinellas County in which rapid
and · relatively complete urbanization can be expected to continue, the need
for the public and private sectors of the economy to work together is imperativeo
Through deve opment echniques--coup1ed wi th improved subdivision and zoning
con ro s and code enforcement--local commun i ties can substantia y improve
thei r "mage and identi y. County gove rnment can provi e res ea rch ad adviso ry
services to such commun i ties and, at the same time, serve to ensu re that
logical county-wide min im um standards a~e developed and mainta ined .
he need
for coordina ion becomes readily appa rent in the fol owing paragraphso

-51b.

Community Facilities and Services. The supply of usable land for urban
development is rapidly diminishing in Pinellas County . In 1960,
approximately 45 percent of the county was defined as "urbanized" . Study
of recent county development patterns indicates that the 11 u r banized 11 area
in 1966 constitutes 50 to 55 percent. The Study Area is strategically
located with respect to the demand for land to serve a rapidly expanding
urban county . The following paragraphs identify some of the major demands
for this land and underscore the need and opportunity for establishing
public development goals and direction at the earliest possible date .
(l)

Utilities. The ability of the Study Area to meet the
expected future urban population and land activity needs
is in a large measure directly related to the extent to
which the basic public utilities such as storm drains,
potable water, sanitary sewers, gas, electricity, and
telephone services are planned for and provided. The
opportunity exists now to provide such services to the
present and potential future development, building upon
facilities presently in place or proposed for installation, provided a comprehensive qevelopment plan and
statement of public goals is forthcoming which can serve
to coordinate the necessary programming and installation
by the many agencies involved.
The opportunity exists to develop a comprehensive approach
to the design and construction of sanitary sewer service
districts which take advantage of the natural drainage basins
identified by Pinellas County and for which appropriate
legal authority has been established . These same basins
could also serve as a logical base for the study, design,
and construction of functional storm drainage systems .
By capitalizing upon these opportunities to ensure a
functional system of public utilities for future population of the Study Area, interrelated benefits may be
realized. For example, recent efforts by Pinellas County
to provide certain rapidly developing urban sectors of the
Study Area with sanitary sewers have at the s ame time brought
about a reduction of the pollution problem in lakes and ponds
adjacent to such areas. Programs to control mosquito breeding may also benefit through such an improvement prog r am.
And finally, more usuable land is made available for urban
development which, at the same time, enhance s the value of
the land and its ult imate contribution to the County's
valuation base.
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Open Space and Recreation. In addition to serving the Mid-County area
as a drainageway, the Cross Bayou Canal has been envisioned as a scenic
corridor combining the Spanish March Parkway and Cross Sayou Waterway
concepts into one comprehensive regional open-space and recreational
concept. These concepts are illustrated on map number 7, located in
Section V. The Pinellas Planning Council has identified the following
benefits:
(a)

11

Well-developed and officially designated scenic
road and parkways could provide a new sour€e of
resident and tourist recreation. As Pinellas
County becomes increasingly urbanized, public
recreation facilities will become more difficult
and expensive to provide unless plans are now
developed in anticipation of future demands
and firm steps taken to implement the plans.
Since tourist recreation is a bulwark of the
local economy, it is imperative that these
future needs be fully considered--including
a l 1 aspects of :r p 1e as u r e d r i v i n g 1 •

(b)

The large retirement population in the local
community picture means that resident retirees
have more time to devote to pleasurable activities, including pleasure driving. Close-athand scenic roads and parkways could provide
another recreational outlet for this segment
of the population.

(c)

Owing to the unique geographic position of
Pinellas County--with water bounding on three
sides--there is a potential opportunity through
the proposed road program to control and enhance
the appearance of the highway approaches to the
County and to provide a relatively unique experience for motorists crossing ~inellas County's
boundaries.
A favorable impression given to motorists coming
from other points in Florida and the United States
should firmly implant a lastfng and memorable
picture of the unique characteristics of Pinellas
Coon ty. For ex amp 1e, seen i c road and parkway
developments in Pinellas County should particularly

-53attempt to include or connect in with the causeway
entrances to Pinellas County and provide a corridor
for the visual transition by motorists from the open
bays into the otherwise intensively developed and
highly urbanized sections of the County. If this
transition is not provided for by scenic road and
parkway improvements, tourists and residents alike
could lose the impression of Pinellas County's unique
features and desirability as a place to live and
enjoy life.
(d)

Certain recreation areas along the existing causeway
approaches to Pinellas County are in dire need of
improvement o In fact, the area adjacent to some of
the bridges along the causeway, where adequate offstreet parking facilities have not been provided, are
extremely hazardous to the flow of moving traffic.
Improvement to both the recreational facilities and
the program for scenic roads would substantially faci 1itate public enjoyment of the causeways and increase
the traffic-carrying capabilities of the roadways.

(e)

There is a local need to provide improved roadway
access to smaller community settlements , parks,
historical places, and places of unusual cultural
interest. For the most part, the existing major
highway and arterial road system in Pinellas County
takes motorists away from such points and into the
more highly developed sections of the County. Properly located and developed scenic roads and parkways
could aid in correcting this situation.

(f)

Proximity to open water has been one of the basic
attractions of Pinellas County for residents and
tourists alike o Most shoreline areas are in private
ownership and have been largely developed for homesites and commercial activities . In future years,
public access to an enjoyment of the remaining
shoreline sections, including both fresh and salt
water, will largely depend upon the degree of plann i ng and public interest directed toward shoreline
protection and acquisition o
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public and feeling of openess have been definite
features contributing to community and· economic development and to the creation of a "romantic environment'' .
In order for Pinell~s County to retain this romantic
quality, a scenic roads and parkways program could be
extremely beneficial . 11 (lf)
The research consultants report to the Board of County Commissioners
atso emphasizes the opportu~ity for development of the Cross Bayou
Canal Area as a major recreation facility. The report states :
"~t

is within the province of recreational uses that
Cross Bayou offers its greatest benefit potential .
Multi-use recreational uses including scenic highway
routes, green belt passive park areas, boat launching and navigable water fer smal 1 craft operation
are basically sufficient ju~tification for the project in i se 1f . 11 ( 1: )

The City of Pinellas Park in its comprehensive development plan
study, has identified the need for additional recreation and open
space areas in the vicinity of the Cross Bayou Canal to serve
both present and future residents of the community. In addition,
the Spanish March Parkway concept, if developed as indicated by
the Florida State Road Department, would provide the necessary
access to the Canal area for development of such a recreationscenic parkway . In this multi-purpose project would be found
the advantages of better drainage, increased land availability
and value, and a navigable waterway and sheltered boat moorings
coupled with scenic vistas, attractive recreational site groupings, and an historically oriented roadway for th-e automobile
with connecting pathways for the pedestrian, bicyclist, and
horseback rider .
As indicated in the previous quotation from the report of the
Pinellas Planning Council, there remains in the Mid-County
Study Area a section of undeveloped coastline a nd approach
causeways on Tampa Bay that affords an opportun i ty to develop
within this area of Pinellas County a regional, public, wateroriented open space of appropriate size that is or could be
relatively accessible to the residents of the present and
(11 ~ )

(15)

Op. Cit., Pinellas Planning Council, pp. 1, 2 .
Research Consultants, Inc . , p. 11.

-55future urban areas of St. Petersburg, Clearwater, Pinellas Park,
and other communities of Pinellas County.
The City of Clearwater in its 1962 Comprehensive Plan Report
recognizes the importance of providing public park and open
space on Tampa Bay. The City proposes a large park system
along Allen's Creek from Belcher Road west to the Bay, a large
park east of U. S. Highway 19 and south of Gulf-to-Bay Boulevard,
and a parkway setting along Courtney Campbell Parkway adjacent
to Tampa Bay. (16) The Spanish March Parkway concept recognizes
and incorporates the Clearwater proposals into the overall
county-wide development plan.
The Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council, in its report on
regional open space and recreational needs, recognized two major
potential regional recreation and open space areas within the
Study Area. They are the Sawgrass Lake area and the Sand Key
area. The City of St. Petersburg has only recently completed
a survey of outdoor recreation facilities which pointed up the
shortage of golf course facilities to meet anticipated future
local resident and tourist needs. One 18-27 hole golf course
occupying a 160-acre site is called for in the study. The
Sawgrass Lake area and the Bay Pines Veterans Administration's
excess acreage have been mentioned as possible locations for such
a facility. Recent activity concerning the acquisition of Sand Key
for public park purposes emphasizes the importance of considering
public recreational and open space needs well in advance of demand.
Sand Key is the last large (approximately 165 acres) undeveloped
beach area readily accessible by automobile to residents of the
Mid-County Study Area. Study is currently being given by Pinellas
County to the present and future development of county-owned lands
in the McKay Creek drainage basin commonly referred to as the
Walsingham Reservoir, Plans include consideration of the needs
of the Suncoast Botanical Gardens, a 60-acre garden which has been
under development by the Pinellas County Horticulture Club since
1959. In addition, Pinellas County officials have also considered
the creation of a 380-acre Nature Park in conjunction with the
Botanical Gardens. This proposed faci 1 ity would include bicycle
and foot trails, bridle paths, and an elevated swamp walk,
appropriately located among three lakes which would be used for
(16)

Clearwater, Florida, Comprehensive Plan, prepared by the City Zoning and Planning
Board and Harland Bartholomew and Associates, Atlanta, Georgia , 0 tober, 1962.
Plate No. 17, Page 36.

-56al 1 types of motorless craft. With improved north-south highway
access to this section of the Study Area, such a facility could
adequately serve the entire County population. A recently
published feasibility study of the Walsingham Reservoir Area
for the Board of ~ County Commissioners high l i gh ts the need and
opportunity. (17)
The report recommends that although the tract does not have the
prerequisites necessary for a creditable nature center in terms
of cost-benefit considerations, it should be developed as a
watershed and wildlife reserve, natural open space and limited
nature park, privately operated and controlled botantical
garden, and outdoor laboratory for the agricultural center.
With the recent completion of the Ulmerton-Walsingham major
trafficway from Interstate Highway 4 to the Gulf Beaches and
the resultant improvement of access to Taylor/Ridgecrest Parks,
the opportunity now exists to ensure that this combined 145
acres of public park area will adequately serve both the surrounding neighborhoods and m re distant areas. Considerable
work has already been accomplished in both park areas by
Pinellas County
Pans for deve l opment of Lake Seminole Park,
a new 107-acre park located on the southeastern shore of Lake
Seminole, are also being carr i ed out by Pinellas County. Plans
call for the development of boat ]au chlng facilities and a
series of natural ponds in a natural-state park setting. Expansion of this site along the entire eastern shore of Lake
Seminole cou1d provide park and open space need of future
populations In the Study Area provided improved hig way access
is developed.
Expansion of the recreational facilities at the St. PetersburgClearwater International Airport is indicated as the opportunities increase to serve the traveling air-minded bus i nessmen as
well as making use of lands necessarily retained Jn a relatlve]y
open state to ensure adequate protection to the operating aircrafto In addition, space will be required to provide facilities
and services catering to the flying executive and other industryoriented personnel including motels, restaurants, clubs, convention and/or conference facilities, and other related activities.
The opportunity exists now to consider the acquisition of such

(17)

Study and Recommendations- Walsingham Reservoir Area,
Pinellas County, Florida, National Audubon Society, ature
Centers Division, New York, ew York. March 4, 1966. P. 3.
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additional undeveloped land for open space and recreation purposes .
3.

Institutions- Educational and Governmental~ Preliminary development studies
for the City of Pinellas Park include reference to the need for a new senior high
school facil i ty to meet school enrollments anticipated for Pinellas Park and its
surrounding urban area . Pinellas County School System off i cials, anticipating
this ed~cational need in the area south of Ul merton Road to Pi nellas Park , a re
currently reviewing the prob l em of location so ,that the faci li ty , when establ i she9,
will most advantageously se r ve the anticipated future res i dential populat ion in
this section of Pi nellas County . Plans for~ p~oposed cen t ra l admini s t rat i ve
center for P i ~e l las County Junior College System involve the acqu i sit i on of l and
in the Study Area since i t is readily access i ble from al l po i nts i n the Co unty o
School off i c i als ind i cate that such a fac ili ty i s desirab l e i n o rde r to most
adequately se rve the present and future needs of the expandin g J un io r Coll ege
program . A ten- acre tract of land , located at 86th Avenue and 66th St ree t Nor t h
nea r Pine l las Park , has recently been acqu ired by the Boa rd of Publ i c Educa tion
fo r the construct ion of such a center o Of f i c i a l s also en vi s ion t he need t oestabl i sh a fou r th Junior Co l lege fac ili ty i n Pi ne l las Coun Yo Se r ious con s i de rat ion is be i ng g i ven to locating such a f ac ili t y i n the Mid-Co unt y Study Area i n
order to meet the futu re educa t iona l need s of ; ni s rap i d ly expand i ng a rea d
School offic i als are also moving ahead wit h p ans for expa ns ion of the Pine ll as
County Technical Education Center in th e Hi gh Poi nt sec t i on of the St udy A r ea ~
Current expansion p l ans will inc rease t he capacit y f rom 500 stude nt s t o 1, 000
students . Conso li dation of va ri ous voca i on 1 t ra ini ng an Manpowe r De ve opment Training Ac t {MOTA) p rog rams will a ls o be conso]i da e a the Ce nte r under
the expans ion program of the Pinellas Co un y oard of Pub "c
s ruct "o ~ S hool
officia s are p l a nn ing fo r a cont i nued ong- a ge expa ns l n a d de ve 1o me t program fo r this growi ng educati onal complex.
The Pine l as ounty Board of Comm i ss i one rs
acquired
e ces s U~ S" Gove· nmen t a ea ge a
he Bay t ne
e t e ra ns Admi
ra t ion
o r pub 1 i c us a
enjo yme nt ~
h i s acreage inc l udes 13 7 ac re s o uplands a
3 acres o s ubme r g=
ed l and o a t ta l of 380 acreso Co unty schoo l a nd he a t
epa t men o icial
are cons de ri ng the use of par ions of t his acreage f o r o s l b l e new school
and med i ca l cente r site s ~ Add i tiona l pa r io
o f the ac e ge cou l d be e ve oped
fo r publ i c ope n sp ace and recreation pu rpos e
v

In he Ci ty o f Pi ne ll as Parkp p l ans we re recentl y comp l e e for the cons ruct on
of a ew f ac llt y by t he Pi nell as Coun t y Soc e ty for C pp l e Chil dre n an
ul t s ,
lnco pora t ed ,
uch sem ~ publ i c f acil ties a re ta king adva n a ge of th e oppo r uniti es wh i ch now exi s t to a cq uire s i tes wh ich are now o r will be read i ly acce ss bl e
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county ~

reliminary developmen plans for a Pinellas County Juvenile Detention Home
on a en-acre trac of land adjacent to the St . Petersbu g-Clearwate
nterna ional Ai po t complex have recen ly been eviewed by the Board of County
Commissioner for possible cons ruction in the near future . The facil i y
wi 11 provide housing, clas rooms, a chapel, and numerous indoor and ou door
rec e t ion f ac i l i i es .
4~

Indus ry . The Mid-County/Cross Bayou Canal Study Area contains the l rgest
are zoned for industry to be found ·n Pinellas County ; this area extends
from the Alan ic Co stline Railroad on the west to Roosevelt Bou eva don
the east nd from aylor Road ex ended to the nte na ional Airpo ton the
no th o 102nd venue No th on he south .
his industri lly zoned area contains pproxima ely 15 squ e miles, or 9,600 acres of land . Since 945 , a
number of indus rial firm , ·ncluding the 1 rge Gener 1 lectr "c ad
Minneapolis-Honeywell pl n , h ve located in hi extensive
e
uti i ze pproximately two squ re miles , o 1,280 aces of 1 nd .
despi e con inued effo
to en our ge the locat·on of indus ry in this
ex ens "ve M"d Coun y indust ri a zone , approximate] 13 square miles , or
8,320 cres of undeveloped land emain . Mounting pressure o pl ce these
la ge undeveloped r cts of land in production or a varie y of pu poses
other han indus rial emphasizes the impor ance of unde stand i ng he
exist i ng land deve opmen and zoning pat ern in e a ion o de s i re d fu ure
land developmen go ls and objec ives . Fac ors be ing on t hese e tionships are discussed in the allowing parag phs.
As previous y ment"oned, inel a County
s encou r ged
of an industri 1 ark com ex at the l nterna · ana l A· rp or .
opportunity should be tak n o enhance the quali y nd
o ·ented f ac ·li ies and sp ce ne eds to me t
ly - in airpark
liminate he t ime-consum "ng del 1
in
1
e customer s office and p
ge ing f r om his office ~o
f·e d righ
he ront door of his plan •
e_
p r ·cul ly
ctive
cturers of
uc h a elec
s that can be
e 1.
and
hose high-s 1 i ed off i i a l_ mus
he op por unity o develo wa e -o r" en t ed in u
site adj cent o he Tamp B y outlet of he C oss B ou Canal
of he airpor 1 s industr · a complex . However , the fe s i bility r eo
pared by e ea ch onsult nt~, l nco porated, concludes th t, unle s
c n
ross
be demons ra ed tha w~te - related indust y will require the use o
Bayou Canal , the cost to imp ove the enti e Canal for commerci 1 b r ge
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this line is expected by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers in the near future.
In addition, with improved limited access trafficways and railroad extensions
in the Study Area and throughout the County, the Study Area could serve as a
regional distribution point for foodstuffs, drugs, and other types of
merchandise requiring extensive terminal storage and handling facilities.
Another opportunity includes the development of planned industrial parks or
districts. Increasing interest in the provision of such facilities in the
Study Area has been evidenced with the announcement of plans to develop the
75-acre Diversified Industrial Park and the 154-acre Knollwood Industrial Park
on lands located on Bryan Dairy Road, Starkey Road and 66th Street North and
in the vicinity of the General Electric plant. Other industrial park sites
have been developed on the Walsingham-Ulmerton Road east of U. S. Highway 19 .
The opportunity now exists to improve both rai 1 and highway access to these
emerging industrial park areas.
At the western end of Cross Bayou Canal, other opportunities for industrial
development appear to be emerging . With the recent County and State action
to improve the Seminole vehicular briclge , across the Long Bayou and possible
elimination of the Seaboard Airline Railroad bridge, access to the upper
reaches of the Canal will be possible. Plans for the development of a 99-acre
site located west of the reconstructed Park Street-Starkey Road arterial and
north of the Seaboard Airline Railroad trackage, for a water-rail-highway
oriented industrial park are nearing completion . This development would all
relate to the existing industrial grouping loca ed directly adjacent to the
railroad trackage.
5.

Commerce. The Mid-County/Cross Bayou Canal Study Area contains a great
variety and mixture of retail, who esale, and service businesses which, as
a result of established zoning patterns in bo h 'ncorporated and unincorporate
areas, have been encouraged for the most part to locate indisc ri ina e y along
the major arterial highways. However, apart from the presen
r ' developmen
nature of much of the commerci a l activity , efforts are being rna e o encourage
the grouping and cen ralizing of such activi ie s whenever po s' b le.
n addi tion to efforts made by the traditional cen tral business dis l e t s throughout
he St udy Area to improve their economic pos iti on , a number of new commercial
centers are being developed to serve an expanding market.
hey "nclude the
39-acre regional Tri-City Shopping Pl aza t the northwest carne of U. S.
Highway 19 and E st Bay Drive ;
proposed eg i onal shopping camp ex of 49 cre s
at the southwest corner of U. S. Highway 19 and Pa rk Bou l evard ; a proposed
community shopping center of en acres at the northwest corner of 66th Street
No r th and Pa rk Boulevard ; the recently opened 40-a cre Seminole Shopping Center
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west of Alternate U. S. Highway 19 or 78th S ree ; he apidly exp nding
Crossroads Regional Shopping Cen er at the intersection of 66th Street North
and Tyrone Boulevard in St . Petersburg, the Winston Plaza Shopping Center
on 9 h Street North a 80th Avenue Nor th, and a numbe of large add"tions
to the growing regional commercial complexes on M ssouri Avenue no rt h of
Largo. Numerous commercial centers have also been developed in recent
years within he major cities and towns.
6.

Housing. The Mid-County/Cross Bayou Canal Study Area contains a b oad
range of housing types and conditions; from sea tered rural structures
served by septic tanks and dirt roads to the modern, highrise apartment
building contain"ng shops , pa rki ng, and recreation facilities in o
conveniently djacen to the st ruc ture. Housing is required or he orking m n and his f mi ly, whe her h is place of employment is in Pi ne 1 s County
o r in n adjacent county wi hin the region ; for the eti ed man nd hi wife ;
and fo the v·s ·tor from other parts of the state and nation , whe er is
rea on o
he vi si be pleasure or business . Housing areas shou d be
provided, where appropria e , to mee
his b oad r nge of presen and
po en ial future ne d , inc uding loca ion convenient to the g eway
ap proa he
o Pinellas Coun y and loca i on convenien
o majo r ecre ion
area s.
he o po tuni y now e
s top ov ide gu"del i ne to ensue th
these ous in g ne ed
e fu fi l ed as requ· ed.
Pockets of sub = a nd . d hous·ng and other ev !den e
also fo nd i n he tudy A ea. They i nclude he Ba in 1
area (in Sub
2)j portion of the Lealman a ea e
(in Sub
ort"ons of he igh Point
(in
po rti ons of the S . ete sb urg a r ea (in
7) .
1960 Ce nsu o
o u a ion and Hous"ngj
hou ing (excluding hose loc ted ith"n
ined
ot 1 o
,209
- standard un i s of wh ! ch 955
ing hou i ng h ough
hous"ng autho it •e of
the cities est b · hed un e . hap e 42 1 of the F o "da
amend ed i n 1963 , working
he with loca Coun
and c"t o 9 c · 1 ~
to up grade nd enfo ce th nece ary uniform bui d" ng and hous"ng code •
he oppo tunit ex"sts through fede
aid prog m dm "n=
In addi
is ered by
e Hou ing and Urban Development gency ad th
ub ic
Hou in g Adm"n "s tra "on top ov "de standard low cost pu i c hou "n g i n
are s where the pri
e bui d in g in dustry can not meet he o a ne d.
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contains a sizable portion of this limited supply . However, the need for
land for housing must be balanced against the need throughout the County
for commercial, industrial , recreational, open space, and other land
activities . The opportunity now exists to ensure that future housing
areas are properly related to the present and future transportation
network in order to serve both county and regional needs .
Although existing developments such as those previously identified have to be
recognized in the preparation of long-range development plans and programs for
the Study Area, such recognition should not preclude the design and implementation of proposals required to enhance the overall development potential of
the area . Therefore, in the next section of this report, a closer look is given
to the general features of the Study Area's emerging development patterns .
E.

Area Function and Development Direction
l.

Problem :
a.

Dual Function. The Study Area presently serves at least two distinct
and major functions . In general, the Study Area serves (l) all of
Pinellas County and the larger regional population as a major
employment center, as a focal point for specialized airport facilities
and services, as an area through which the principal highways and
railroad lines have been extended , and as a major recreation and beach
resort area; and (2) t he local Mid -C ounty population as a place of
employment, a place of residence , and a place in which the ameni ti es
of urba n living can be found. lndus t ial activities, ranging fr om the
excavation of fill materials and dairy farming to spa ce-age research
and elec ronic syst ems development , are general ly ca ttered th r oughout
the Study Area . The area presen tly ca nt ins a gr o ing numbe of
r es·dentia areas serv ed by and sometime~ i nte rmixed wi h
b oad
ra nge of comme rcial acti vi ti es . T ese a r eas a re of en sepa ted b
la r ge r cts of undeveloped land . Airpo t a ctiv i tie , ltho gh s e dy ,
are pl a gued by mountin g pressures f om he surrounding, g rowing ur ban
are s to forfeit ur ounding open pa ce which is n cess y f or afe
ir e f o era ons swell as fo
ommunity safety nd no ise buffe ing
urposes . Majo r r ec reati on poten ials have not Pt be en fu l ly explo ed
o r deve lope d . Gu l f Be ch areas are becoming ·nc easin g l concerned bout
the los s of majo r beach sections thou gh e r osion, th e lack of pub ic cces s
o th e beaches, and th e resultant dec e a e in attraction to tourist and
residents al "ke .

THE

DUAL

FUNCTION
OF THE STUDY

THE STUDY AREA SERVES ALL OF
PINELLAS COUNTY AND THE REGIONAL
POPULATION AS •••

I
I

*

A MAJOR EMPLOYMENT CENTER

*

A FOCAL POINT FOR SPECIALIZED AIRPORT FACILITIES AND SERVICES

*

AN AREA THROUGH WHICH THE MAJOR TRANSPORTATION NETWORK EXTENDS

*

A MAJOR RECREATION AND BEACH RESORT AREA

THE STUDY AREA SERVES THE LOCAL MID-COUNTY
POPULATION AS •••

*
*

A PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT
A PLACE OF RESIDENCE

*A

PLACE IN WHICH THE AMENITIES OF URBAN
LIVING CAN BE FOUND BY THE PRESENT AND
FUTURE GENERATIONS

-62As an area in which to live, work, and play, the Study Area and its
sub-areas are relatively uncoordinated. The unimproved Cross Bayou
Canal drainage area, the limited highway network, and the lack of
meaningful community identity all contribute to this problem.
2.

Opportunity:
a.

Determining Development Direction . As the urbanizing process continues
to spread development into the Mid-County area, the need for determining the direction and extent of that development is apparent. The
opportunity to do so exists now. The following steps could be taken
to ensure the realization of goals envisioned as necessary to properly
coordinate growth in the Mid-County/Cross Bayou Canal Study Area:
(1)

Development of a multipurpose program for the improvement
of the Cross Bayou Canal area as an improved drainage
system; as a public recreation area complete with facilities for boating and enjoyment of open space ; as a scenic
parkway in keeping with the Spanish March Parkway proposal
with vehicular routes, riding trails and footpaths provided;
and as a navigable waterway and shelter area for pleasure
boats with attendant marina services and facilities.

(2)

Development of programs for the acquisition of additional
public open space along the shores of Old Tampa Bay both
to the north and south of St. Petersburg-Clearwater
International Airport, the retention of open spaces along
proposed limited access routes in accordance with highway
beautification plans and programs, and the conservation
of the east shore of Lake Seminole as public open space.

(3)

Development of comprehensive study and action programs
designed to ·dentify and correct, through a r ifi r ial
nourishment where necessary, the Gulf beach frontages
subject to erosion or which are otherwise becom"ng
inaccessible to or unusable by the general pub]" .
Establishmen of corridors for all major highway , rai l ,
and air systems in accordance with local community and
county-wide needs, and supported by the urban t ansportat"on planning studies being ca r ried out under the
Fede al-Aid Highway Act of 1962.
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Development and/or modification of existing implementing
regulations--such as zoning, subdivision, and other
codes--to ensure that the Study Area development concepts
are encouraged through consistent day-to-day decisions and
actions .

(5)

Development of the necessary financial tools, such as capital
improvement programming and budgeting, to ensure that the
necessary real estate and physical facilities can be acquired
and constructed, as needed.

(6)

Establishment of a transportation authority to provide a means
to acquire rights-of-way, construct and fund necessary roads,
terminal facilities, and transit facilities, as required, in
order to provide certain services which wi 11 be required by
the horizon year population o

I

I
F.

Problems and Opportunities of Growth--Their Implications
The Mid-County/Cross Bayou Canal Study Area is rapidly becoming the focal point for
urbanization in Pinellas Countyo The ever-increasing demand for this land calls for
the expansion of transportation facilities to serve the area, improved drainage and
flood control measures to ensure that sufficient land is readied for development,
recognition and enhancement of existing community amenit i es for public benefit and
enjoyment, and the anticipated provision of the required community facilities and
services in a businesslike manner.
Urban growth and expansion is inevitable in the Mid-County/Cross Bayou Canal Study
Area. The question is: What can we do to maximize the opportunities and minimize
the problems? The following Section V attempts to identify the emerging development patterns and suggest a course of action.
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EMERGING PATTERNS IN THE MID-COUNTY/CROSS BAYOU CANAL STUDY AREA

The concluding section of this Area Study deals with the emerging physical development patterns. These patterns have been projected
based upon the past, present, and anticipated future development trends and problems and opportunities as outlined in the previous
sections ~
The following paragraphs deal first with certain basic assumptions concerning the Study Area; second, with a description of
the emerging patterns; and, third, with the implementation of the development concepts.
A.

B.

Assumptions
1.

The emerging patterns identified in this section of the report are an attempt to translate into both written and
graphic form a physical arrangement of future development in the Study Area, minimizing or eliminating existing
problems and capitalizing upon the opportunities outlined in the previous section.

2.

The "emerging patterns" a/ reflect the expectation that full development will take place in the Study Area by the
''horizon year'' . b/ It is recognized that the actualti :~ ing d this area 1 s development will be related to the
county-wide development planning policies and programs, which are still to be determined, and estimates of future
population and land activities needs projected by five-year increments over a 20-yea r forecast period.

3.

The emerging patterns are intended to represent, in a logical manner, a demons trat ed need for or relationship
between land activities within or adjacent to the Study Area. These patterns should later be evaluated in terms
of the county-wide development studies and programs.

Emerging Patterns
The expanding urban centers of Clearwa er-Largo in the northern sector of the Study Area and St. Petersburg in th e southern
sector focus attention on the role that the Study Area wi 11 play in meeting future growth pressures created by these two centers;
pressures that can appropriately be met through major improvement of the Cross Bayou drainage system and the systematic application of land development guides and regulations. The major emerging patterns are summarized below and illustrated on the map
inside the back cover.

a/

"Emerging patterns" is the term used to descr i be the urban development trends and characteristics of the Study Area which might be
expected to emerge over time and under certain conditions.

b/

"Horizon year'' is the term used to describe that point in time when full urbanization or utilization of la nd will be realized within
the Study Area.
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Transportation Patterns:
(a)

Extension of U ~ S Interstate Highway 4 into and through the City of St. Petersburg to the Sunshine Skyway as
a high-speed, limited access, grade-separated facility .

(b)

Implementation of the Florida State Road Department's 1962 St h Petersburg Area Transportation Study recommendations for (1) a high-speed, limited access, grade-separated highway facility connecting the City of St. Petersburg
with the Clearwater-Largo urban area, and (2) a high-speed, limited access, grade-separated facility extending
from Gandy Bridge westward along a 62nd Avenue North/70th Street North alignment, forming a loop route with a
proposed central St . Petersburg-Treasure Island limited access freeway across the southe r n section of the Study
Area.

(c)

Abandonment of the Seaboard Airline Railroad's right-of-way from Clearwater to the south side of the railroad
bridge at Seminole and the reuse of portions of the abandoned right-of-way for a high-speed, controlled access
major arterial route to provide improved access to the Gulf beaches as wel 1 as to the rapidly growing Seminole
area. Also possible abandonment of the Seaboard Airline Railroad's right-of-way from 34th Street South
(U. S. Highway 19) west to the vicinity of 13th Avenue North and the reuse of portions of the abandoned rightof-way for t 1e l.i gh speed freeway proposed to connect central St. Petersburg with Treasure Island on the Gulf
Beaches ~

I

(d)

The provision of property access controls along the Walsingham-Ulmerton Road and Roosevelt Boulevard east of
U. S. Highway 19 by establishing appropriate design standards and review procedures for new developments along
the route .

(e)

The improvement and extension of 102nd Avenue North as a high-speed, controlled access major arterial from its
connection with the proposed Bayshore Boulevard on the west, through the Seminole/Lake Seminole/Seminole Park
area on an intersecting alignment with Bryan Dairy Road and realigning with 102nd Avenue North east of U. S.
Highway 19, and ultimately connec ~ ing into Roosevelt Boulevard on the eastern perimeter of the Study Area .

(f)

The development of the Bayshore Boule vard alignment from 102nd Avenue North, to 78th Avenue North, as a controlled access road; and its extension south to an intersection with Duhme Road at approximately 54th Avenue
North .

(g)

The extension of Park Boulevard-78th Avenue North, westward across the Intracoastal Waterway to Gulf Boulevard
in the town of Indian Rocks Beach South Shore.

(h)

The improvement of Gulf Boulevard to appropriate arterial design standards through the Gulf beach communities .

(i)

Realignment of the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad's trackage from a point north of Pinellas Park along the
proposed north-south freeway and the proposed St. Petersburg loop freeway routes and reconnecting with the
existing Seaboard Airline Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line Railroad· trackage in the St. Petersburg urban area.
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2.

3.

(j)

Retention and improvement f the St . Petersburg-Cle arwater International Airport complex in anticipation of
an increasing demand for airpark-oriented industrial sites, a steady rise in general avi · n activities and
an increased use of private, jet-powered aircraft . This will necessitate preserva ion of clear zones and
approach zones for open or low-intensity land uses . Phasing of this airp or t back into service for use by
commercial air carriers is ultimately anticipated as the volume of air traffic increases in the Tampa Bay
area and as this traffic becomes more specialized in function .

(k)

Improvement of navigable channels at the eastern and western approaches to the Cross Bayou Waterway with a
connection to the Intracoastal Waterway. Terminal facilities would be developed at the western end of the
Cross Bayou Waterway for barge traffic.

Recreation and Open Space Pattern:
(a)

Improvement of the Cross Bayou Canal and Pinellas P.ark drainage basins and development of the Cross Bayou
Waterway as a regional water-oriented open space, wildlife refuge, and scenic-historic parkway facility.
Map number 7 illustrates these concepts . Connections would be provided to the proposed Tampa Bay and
Allen's Creek park/recreation area o

(b)

Development of a unique scenic/recreation route along the shores of Tampa Bay from the Weedon lsland/Papy's
Bayou area northward to Gandy Boulevard and eventually to Fourth Street North .

(c)

Development of the Sawgrass Lake area westward along the proposed St . Petersburg expressway loop route
with a possible connection to the Cross Bayou Waterway area.

(d)

Acquisition and development of Sand Key at Clearwater Pass as a major public recreation/open space area.

(e)

Expansion of the Taylor Park/Ridgecrest Park facilities and the development of a Botanical Gardens/Naturalstate Park in the Walsingham Reservoir area in Seminole.

(f)

Acquisition and development of the excess acreage at Bay Pines Veterans Administration Center for public
open space and recreational facilities; possible multiple use of this property for educational and health
purposes.

(g)

The development of the major section of Lake Seminole's eastern shore for open space and public park
and recreation purposes o

(h)

The retention and improvement of other existing open spaces as indicated .

Residential. Pattern:
(a)

The resident"al pattern reflects the amount of land that would be required to house a horizon year population
of from 555 , 000 to one million persons, depending upon the design and development densities encouraged and
followed.
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Residential Pattern (Continued)
(b)

The horizon year population would require the land indicated on the accompanying map for residential use in
the Study Area . This area could accommodate 228,000 to 422,000 housing units, again depending upon design and
development densities .

(c)

The Clearwater-Largo urban center will continue to develop to the east and south and experience relatively low
population densities ,

(d)

The Seminole area will continue to develop at medium population densities with emphasis upon housing for retirees,
including mobile home parks and apartment

(e)

The Gulf beach communities will continue to provide a mix of low/medium/ and high density housing for both
residents and transients.

(f)

The Seminole Park area will develop at low to medium densities .

{g)

The Pinellas Park area will continue to provide a mix of low/medium/high densities to meet the housing requirements
of all age groups .

(h)

he St . Petersburg area will probably continue the present patterns of residential development with perhaps more
emphasis upon higher density development in the northeastern area of the city .

(i)

The opportunity for planned community developments, which would encourage variety in housing design and densities,
exists in presently undeveloped areas adjacent to the approaches to U. S . Interstate Highway 4 and Gandy Boulevard
and the Cross Bayou Waterway .

I

4.

Commercial Pattern:
(a)

Both existing major commercial centers and proposed centers are indicated on the emerging patterns graphic.

(b)

Encouragement should be given to the trend toward consolidation or grouping of retail and service commercial
activities into coordinated centers to better serve neighborhood and community needs from strategic highway
intersection points.

(c)

Further indiscriminate commercial development in str i ps a l ong major trafficways should be discouraged through
various design techniques and land use regulato r y procedures. Existing strip commercial developments should
be encouraged to consolidate through acquisitio n of addit i onal land for business expansion and off-street
parking facilities .
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4.

5.

Commercial Pattern (Continued)
(d}

Land adjacent to commercial centers should be encouraged for higher density residential development in order to
maximize market potentials of businesses .

(e)

Removal of railroad trackage in Pinellas Park and Largo would permit the orderly expansion of the central business
districts in these two communities.

(f)

Appropriate locations for water-oriented commercial service activities should be encouraged in connection with
proposed public water-oriented open spaces.

Industrial Pattern:
(a)

Improvement of the Cross Bayou Canal drainage basin and its tr i butaries will provide an opportunity to develop
the lands north of the canal and at both ends of the canal for i ndustrial park purposes . The re l oca ti on and/or
extension of railroad trackage in the vicinity of the Tyrone Boulevard-Park Str eet inter s ection a nd nort heast
of the canal and Seminole Bridge, coupled with i mp r oved high-spe ed, l i mited access t r afficways and possible
waterway improvements, would provide a unique combination of transportation facilities for selected industries .

(b)

The proposed industrial park areas on the eastern pe r i meter of the Study Ar ea could provide advantageous
locations for county or regional distribution terminals and warehousing facil i ties requiring ready access to
the major highway network.

(c)

The industrial airpark setting at the International Ai rport and adjacent to the Cross Bayou Wate rway and
Interstate Highway 4 provides another unique combination of transportation featu r es to industries seeking
such sites.

(d)

The industrial park area from the Cross Bayou Wate rway north to the Ulme r ton - Walsingham Road are a could provide
a potential location for industries requiring re ady access to both the highway network and the rail r oad system.
At the same time, this area could serve as a major transfer poi nt for the railroad . Several major spur tracks
should be extended from the ACL's main line into this emerging industrial complex .

(e)

The proposed industrial areas are especially ap pr opr i ate for industrial development since such requi r ed
utilities as water, gas, electricity, sanitary sewe r s, and sto r m drainage can be provided . In addition,
the land is relatively level and, with improved drainage, the soils could suppo r t no r mal industrial str uc tu1 al
loads without excessive foundation work .

I~

C.

Implementation
The "Emerging Patterns" concept for the Mid-County/Cross Bayou Canal Study Area, prepared on the basis of land use and major
street and highway needs for a future population of 555,000 to one million persons, indicates that the Study Area is a prime

I
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c.

urban growth section of Pinellas County . A sizable segment of Pinellas County's population growth between how and 1985
should be residing in the area. There are several reasons for this projected growth:

I
I

I

Implementation (Continued)

D.

(1)

Proximity of the Study Area to the emerging urban centers in the northern and southern sections of the
county as well as to employment centers within Hillsborough County.

(2)

Availability of relatively large, undeveloped land areas in a rapidly urbanizing county.

(3)

Relationship of the Study Area to the Gulf of Mexico and Tampa Bay and their attendant recreational open
space opportunities.

(4)

Interchange area for several major highways, railroads, a waterway, and airport activities.

(5)

Existence of necessary public utilities and services and plans to provide for future extensions.

(6)

Availability of public school facilities and plans for future additions .

(7)

First steps have been taken to eliminate drainage problems within the Study Area and particularly in the
Cross Bayou Canal watershed area.

(8)

The limitations of the various soil types and conditions for profitable non-urban activity coupled with a
rising demand for the use of the same land for urban activities.

Summary
The Study Area's developmental assets far outweigh any of its liabilities, such as the major drainage problem, proximity to
airport operations, limited depth and scattered nature of development along major trafficways, a nd the existence of several
problem housing areas. For the most part, these liabilities can be minimized through appropriate planning and development .
Carrying out the objectives reflected in the "Emerging Patterns" concepts outlined in the previous sections, will require
considerably more public direction and private restraint as well as cooperation with the long-range county-wi de plannin g
effort than has existed in the past~ New zoning regulations and district boundary changes are called for in the Study Area .
Designs of future subdivisions should be related to the developmental plan for the Study Area before approved and record ed
Decisions on new schools, park and recreation developments, and major traffi cway connections must be coordinated with the
overall plan if it is to become a reality.
Perhaps the most essential element involved in planning for the Mid-County/Cross Bayou Canal Study Area is the timin g of
future development, particularl y as related to public improvements. Since there are any number of public expenditures
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D.

Summary (Continued)
that could be made to enhance the area's development position, the need for establishing such priorities is clearly evident .
Pinel las County has the responsibility for providing both the framework and the direction for the continuing development of
the Study Area . Not unlike a space probe, the Mid-County/Cross Bayou Canal Area Study marks an historic event . . . . . it
is one of the last chances we ' 11 have in Pinellas County to give meaningful direction to the growth of a major undeveloped
section . In the final analysis, then, Pinellas County should utilize the Mid-County/Cross Bayou Area Study as a
comprehensive approach to general development problems and opportunities which should include at least the following elements :

I
I

(l)

The development of a county-wide comprehensive development plan which would include the coordination
of the other area studies to be conducted by the Pinellas Planning Counci 1 together with the development plans prepared by the individual municipalities within the county .

(2)

The implementation of elements of the comprehensive plan by Pinellas County through the establishment
of priorities and a system of capital improvements programming and budgeting, in cooperation with the
individual communities.

(3)

The continued study of existing codes and ordinances and the development of new standards where
necessary to provide effective day-by-day guidance of development activities toward long-range goals.

(4)

The establishment of comprehensive planning at the county level by the Board of County Commissioners
as a continuing program through the use of professionally trained personnel, guided by recommendation
of the Planning Council, and supported in a cooperative spirit by appropriate local, state, Federal
governmental and private seGtor agencies.
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